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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Selected As A Best All Round Ke
ntt Ky Coninturtity Newspaper
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
United Press International In Our 90th Year Murray, Ky., Wedn
esday Afternoon, December 17, 1969 10* Per Copy
Vol. LXXXX No. 297
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Fellow says the astronauts did
what every tourist does
brought back rocks and snap-
shots.
Wilfred A. Peterson: "He was
a wise man who said, "As I
grow older I pay less attention
to what men say. I just watch
what they do".
Seven Blue Jays out in the back
yard this morning, two Doves,
and one Cardinal.
Fellow says the trouble with
asking for equal rights some-
times is that you get them,
along with their attendant re-
spon.sibilities.
Third oldest called the other
morning about 3:30 from Okin-
awa. What an amazing accom-
plishment. We understand that
the conversation went by radio
from Okinawa to Oakland, Cali-
fornia, then by telephone from
there to Murray.
The cost of such a call is $12.50
for the first three minutes and
64.00 per minute thereafter.
Ode might say this epitomizes
mixed feelings, the desire to
talk while at the same time rea-
lizing fully what it costa.
The conversation lasted for sev-
eral minutes however, in spite
of all of these factors. We did
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
These Red Cross workers were honored at the Triangle Re
staurant Sunday. Front row,
left to right, Mrs. Nell Eaton, Pat Rogers, Jean Blankenship
, Ann Hays, Lillian Graves, ay-
xell Falwell, Juanita Spiceland, Celia Roberts, Juanita Lynn, 2
nd row, left to right, Lester
Nanny, James Williams, Marvin Wrather, JuneBucy, Bess Patton,
 Ruth Cole, Kathryn Out-
land, Gladys Spann, Edna McReynolds, Kathryn Glover, Lucille Kell
y, Madge Diuguld, Back
row, left to right, Susie McDevitt, Robert 0. Miller, Emmi• 
Engle, Robert Moyer, Modell.
Miller, Bill Boyd, June Lockhart, Sid Easley, 018 Culver, Willie
 Garland and Della Taylor.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley;
Red Cross
Volunteers
Are Honored
A total of 232 years of in-
dividual community service was
recognized by the Calloway
County Red Cross Board of Dir-
ectors December 14 at the Tri-
angle Inn.
Thirty three persons were
present as active, uniformed
Red Cross Volunteers and Ser-
vice Chairmen were commend-
ed for their service by Lester
Nanny, Chapter Chairman.
Service chairmen recognizzd
were Ruth Cole, nursinv ser-
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Persons Fined In Court
Of City Judge Jake Dunn
Several pensoins were charg-
ed, eatered pleas of gty, end
were fined in the City Court of
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn during the past two
weeks. Records show the fol-
lowing occurred:
J. G. Miller, Jr., reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.00 COSts $4.50.
Carl Ray, public drunkenness,
fined $16.00 costs $4.50; sub-
ject given ten days in City jail
in addition to said fine at hard
labor.
J. L. Edwards, Murray State
University, drinking alcoholic
beverages in public, fined $15.00
costs $4.50.
M. J. Lask, being an acces-
Murray Choruses
Program Thursday
The Murray High School chor-
uses will present the annual
Christmas musical program for
the meeting of the Parent-Tea-
cher's Association in the aud-
itonum at 7:30 o'clock Thurs-
day night.
Under the direction of Mrs.
Joan Bowker, mere than one
hundred students will perform
the beautiful and inspiring
songs of Christmas.
Presideot Aude McKee of the
P-TA urges all citizers of Mur-
ray to hear this program which
is Murray High School's Christ-
mas message to the city. The
public is cordially invited.
Mrs. W. T. Downs
Hospital Patient
Mrs. W. T. (Margaret) uowns
is a patient at the Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville, Teem,
Where she is undergoing spec-
ial treatment.
She is in Room D-7211 for
those who would like to send
her cards and letters. She en-
tered the hospital ix Thursday,
December 11.
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1111ACULOSIS AND AIR POLLUTION
101PICeatttese
"
eary to the drinking of alcoh-
iiperrerager to pealriec, fined
$15.00 coats $4.50.
R. G. Swain, public drunk-
enness fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Elmer Dillon, public drunk-
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Hugh Hunt, disregarding stop
aign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
M. C. McCandless, riding mo-
torcycle without safety helmet.
fined $10.00 costs suspended.
Lonnie Tucker, public drunk-
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50
M. A. Lassiter, speeding,
fined $15.00 Costs $4.50.
D. M. Washburn, public drun-
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
C. E. Bagwell, driving while
intoxicated amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
J. M. Brundage, driving while
intoxicated amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs
64-50-
E. N. Hargrove, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50, Improper registration.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Donald N. Blalock
Serving On Leahy
(28AN0884) USS LEAHY
(FHTNC) Dec. 10 - Navy
Boatswain's Mate Third Class
Donald N. Blalock, son of Mr.
an Mrs. H. Nelson Eltdock of
1309 Poplar Street; Murray, Ky.,
is serving aboard the guided
missile frigate USS Leahy with
a U.S. Navy Task Force on'tra-
ining with the navies of a num-
ber of Latin American count-
ries.
The exercise is taking him
around the South American
continent, a voyage of more
than 21 thousand miles. He has
visited more than 19 South
American ports during the four
months of Unitas X.
Unitas X is the tenth annual
series of exercises combining
ships and aircraft of several
navies for their common de-
fense. The navies of Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Ecua-
dor, Peru, Uraguty, Venezuela,
and the United States are par-
ticipating in the exercise which
ends this month.
4,1300 NOT 3,500
The runway at the Murray.
Calloway County Airport is 4,-
000 feet long rather than the
3,500 feet as published earlier
this week The original length
of the runway was 3,500 feet
and a 300 foot length was add-
ed to facilitate the landing of
DC-3 planes sad Muller jets
Christmas Party
Held Monday By
Murray Lions Club
The Murray Lions Club held
its annual Christmas party Mon-
day evening, December 15, at
the Colonial House Smorgas-
bord. President Z. C. Enix wel-
comed the Lions and their wives
along with a number of guests.
Dr. C. C. Lowry, progrnn
chairman, introduced Chuck
Simons who was in charge of
the program of Christmas music
featuring Mrs. Vernon ,Shown
as soloist with instrumental
music by Terry Shelton, Jim
Frank and Mr. Simons. Mrs
Shown and Mrs. Rob Ray did
the last number, "White Christ-
mas," as a duet and Mrs. Shown
then directed the group in sing-
ing one chorus of ttp song.
Henry Fulton, also a mem-
Ler of the program committe
clistributed the table decorat•
ions by drawing at the conclus-
ion of the program.
President Enix said he was
quite pleased at the large turn-
out and extended holiday greet-
ings to everyone.
Send Christmas Card
To A Service Man
Pvt. E-2 Roger Wilson
406-74-2151
Co. B 3/64 Armour
APO New York 09162
Sp 4 Jack Wallis
3rd BDE FSSE
101 ABN. Div. (FWD)
APO San Francisco,
California 96383
Tobacco Sale
Average Is
Lower Tues.
An average of $36.82 was re
ported for the sales of Type
35. dark air cured tobacco, on
Tuesday on the Murray Tobacco
market. according to 011ie Bar-
nett, reporter for the local
market.
The Murray market sold 41,-
648 pounds for a total volume
of $15.334.20 on Tuesday. This
was the second sale of the sea-
son for this type of tobacco.
The season's total is for 230,-
906 pounds for $107,359.51 for
an average of $38.22 for the
season, according to Barnett.
Officials at the office of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association said about
31.6 per cent of the tobacco on
Tuesday was sent to the pool.
The next air cured sale is
scheduled for Monday, January
5.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Almost 25 million persons in
the United States owned shares
in American industries during
le69
1-
Fait Weather
Prevails Over
Nation Today
by United Press Internationa
l
Fair weather prevailed over
most of the nation today.
Two men were killed at Salt
Lake City Tuesday when their
private plane flipped over and
exploded in fog. The men died
in the flaming wreckage while
trying an instrument takeoff in
zero visibility on a scheduled
flight to Seattle, Wash.
Around the nation, high
pressure areas stretching from
the Appalachians to the moun-
tains of the West were respon-
sible for the fine weather to-
day.
Temperatures in the 20s were
common across the Northern
sections of the nation, while
readings in the 50s and 60s pre-
vailea in the Southern parts.
Precipitation was on the lignt
side and was confined mainly to
the Pacific Northwest and from
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
* * *
WEATHER REPORT
United Press internstIonel
West Kentucky: Fair tooay
and tonight with considerable,
cloudiness Thursday. Warn.er
through Thursday. High this af-
ternoon in the upper 40s to mid
50s, low tonight in the low and
mid 30s, high Thursday in the
upper 503 to low 60s. Winds
southerly 5-10 miles per hour
Considerable cloudinees and
turning colder Friday.
FIVE•DAY FORECAST
Temperatures in Kentucky
Thursday through Monday will
average about 5 degrees below
normal with no important day
to day changes. Kentucky nor-
mal highs 41 to 50. Nonral
lows 24 to 32.
Precipitation will be light
with only a slight chance for
showers towards the end of
this week.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m 354.3,
no change; below dam 300.8,
down 0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m 354.2,
no change; below dam 306.7 up
0.7.
Sunrise 7:04, sunset 4:42.
Moon sets 1:11 a.m.
Saigon Shelled By Viet Cong
Today; 1st Time In 4 Months
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI) - The Viet
Cong shelled Saigon for the;
first time in four months today
and official sources reported an
increase in North Vietnamese
infiltration that could portend
a winter offensive.
The sources said they expect-
ed any new Communist drive to
focus on Saigon and the Mekett,g
Delta, whore Viet Coat soldiers
caught a South Vietnamese unit
unaware Tuesday and deglt the
government troops heavy los-
ses.
At least 17 South Vietnamese
Pianists Present
Recital On Sunday
Seventeen especially chosen
young pianists recently present-
ed a joint recital for parents
and friends on the M.S.U. camp-
us. It was the second such re-
cital held in Murray in which
students of Murray Piano Tea-
chers were presented together
in a cooperative venture. The
recital was held on Sunday af-
ternoon, December 14, in the
Fine Arts Building.
The young people who per-
formed were: Lisa Smith, Kin
Alley, Susy Imes, Audrey Con-
ley, Winifred Woodard, Teresa
Cunningham, Jane Suffill, Ka-
ren Jones, Mike Alexander,
Gene Parker, Mark Vincent, Ka-
ren Albritten, Donna Humph-
ries, Jane Wagar, Beth Wilson,
Laurel Guy, and Jerrice Ross.
Participating teachers were
Mrs. John Bowker, Mrs. Lane
Clark, Mrs. Robert Johnsen,
Mrs. Neale Mason, Miss Lillian
Watters, and Mrs. John Winter.
Murray's private piano teach-
ers hold informal monthly meet-
ings to discuss teaching pro-
blems and methods and to find
ways to promote and encourage
their students. The group hopes
to present two or three recitals
such as Sunday's each year to
give their most interested stu-
dents greater opportunities for
performance and recognition
Any private music teacher in-
terested in meeting with the
group may get more informa-
tion about it by calling any of
the teachers listed above.
University School
Program Planned
An evening of Christmas
music will be presented on
Thursday, December 18, at sev-
en p.m. in the new University
School auditorium.
The program is sponsored by
the Parent-Teacher Association
and has been arranged by the
University School Music Depart-
ment under the direction of
Leonard Whitmer and John E
Fitch.
The University School will
close at 1:30 p.m. Friday, De-
cember HI, and will reopen
Monday, January 5, for t he
Christmas and New Year's holi-
days.
I were killed and 61 wounded
when the ambushers opened up
around a helicopter landing
zone 31 miles southwest of Sai-
gon. The guerrillas lost two
dead, field reports said.
The shelling of Saigon con-
sisted of o n e long-ranged
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Four Church Choirs
To Give Program
At Baptist Church
Four ctsis-s of the First Bap-
tist Church sill present Chris
t-
mas music during the worship
services Sunday, December 21.
The Primary Choir, accom-
panied by Miss Cheryl Hughes,
will sing a group of children's
songs during the morning wor-
ship hour.
The Junior Choir, acconapan
ied by Miss Judy Adams, will
sing "Lot," a Christmas cantata
for children's voices, by Robert
Graham and "His Saving Grace,'
a cantata for young voices, by
William Hooper will be sung
by the Youth Choir at the
10:45 a. in. service. The Youth
Choir will be accompanied by
Mrs. Ed Veazey.
"Sing Noel," a Christmas can-
tata for mixed voices, by Jean-
ne Shaffer, will be presented
by the Adult Choir during the
Capt. Randall T. Gray
Kiwanis Club To
Hear Capt. Gray
At Thursday Meet
An Army aviator who receiv-
ed the Distinguished Flying
Cross for heroism in Vietnam
will discuss his personal exper-
iences as a helicopter pilot at
the Thursday meeting of Mur-
ray Kiwanis Club.
Captain Randall T. Gray, a
native of Richmond has logged
more than 1,000 hours of com-
bat flying time over the jung-
les of Vietnam.
A 1964 graduate of Madison
Central High School, Richmond,
he attended Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, prior to
entering the Army in July 1966.
He received his commission
from Officer Candidate School
at Ft. Knox, Ky., and attended
Helicopter School at Ft. Wolt-
ers. Tex., and Ft. Rucker, Alsi.
His other decorations include
24 awards of the Air Medal, the
Purple Heart and the Republic
of Vietnam Gallantry Cross with
Palm.
His mother, Mrs. Wade Gray,
lives in Richmond.
Passes Away
Jimmie Mitchuson, age 85
a retired farmer of Cadiz Route
Three, died Monday at 6:10 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Coel Compton of
Kirksey, Mrs. Charlene Lyons
and Mrs. Betty Jane Braboy,
both of Murray; three sons,
Kirby Mitchuson of Hammond,
Ind., Holly Mitchuson of Trigg
County, and Billy Gene Mitchu-
son of Benton; sister, Mrs. An-
nie F. Bowman of Dearborn,
Mich.; fourteen grandchildren;
eight great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
at two p.m. today at the Good-
win Funeral Home with ROY.
Randolph Allen officiating.
Burial was in the Idatheny
500 p. m. service. The AcluWC
emetery-
Choir will be accompanield by
Mrs. John Bowker, the church
organist.
W. Rudolph Howard, Minister
of Music at the First Baptist
Church, will direct the choirs
in the annual Christmas music
programs.
Rev. Frank Butts
Speaker At Church
Meeting Thursday
The United Pentecostal
Church, 310 Irvin Street, Mur-
ray, will have special services
on Thursday at seven p.m.
Rev. Frank Butts, newly elect-
ed Prespertia for this section
of the United Pentecostal Fel-
lowship Circle, will be t he
guest speaker. He is from
Princeton and will be accom-
panied to Murray by the Home
Missionary Director for Ken-
tucky, Rev. James H. Cain of
Madisonville.
Special singing will be feat-
ured. The public is invited to
attend,
Zeta Department
To Meet Thursday
The Leta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an open house at the home of
Mrs. Frank Kane, 1617 Keene-
land Drive, from 7:30 to 900
a. in.
Hostesses for the occasion are
Miss Vivian Hale, Mrs. Frank-
lin Fitch, Mrs. Eugene Flood,
Mrs. Henry Fulton, Mrs. Robert
Hahn, and Mrs. Raymond Hew-
itt.
•
$274,500 Suit Is
Filed IQ Court Here
A suit has been filed in Cal.
loway Circuit Court seeking
damages of $274,500.
Harriet K. Williams, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B.
Williams, has filed suit against
her brother Joseph Braxton
Williams, her father, J. B. Wil-
liams, Calloway County, Judge
Hall McCuiston, and each of
the County Magistrates individ-
ually and as magistrates.
Miss Williams was severely
injured in an automobile wreck
on November 14, 1968 at the
intersection of the Lassiter
Road and North Sixteenth
Streets near the Coles Camp
Ground church.
The suit alleges that the driv-
er of the car, Joseph Braxton
Williams, was negligent in the
operation of the car and that
the County, County Judge Hall
McCuiston, and the County Mag-
istrates were negligent in the
maintenance of the road in that
there was no stop or warning
sign on North 16th Street at
the -intersection with the Las-
siter Road.
The suit was filed in Callo-
way Circuit Court on Novem-
ber 13, of this year.
County Attorney Robert 0.
Miller said today that the coun-
ty does not have liability insur-
Christmas Music To
Be Given At Church
The Millers Chapel Baptist
Church, located on Highway 80
between Mayfield and Benton,
will present a special program
of Christmas music on Sunday,
December 21, at six p.m.
The program is under the
direction of Carl McDaniel with
seam. If41110111- osgilme
The pastor and congregation
extend a special invitation for
the public to attend this pro-
gram.
Dr. T. G. Hipancansp
ance on the various vehicles
owned by the county.
Miss Williams suffered severe
injuries in the accident. Mr.
Williams is a local attorney
and lives at 1708 Olive Street
here in Murray.
Hogancamp Is
Named Again
By Group
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp was
re-elected last night as Chair-
man of the Murray Planning
Commission, a post which he
has held for seven years. He
has been a member of the
Planning Commission since
1960.
Other officers named were
Robert Moyer, vice-chairman,
Robert Billington secretary
Other members of the commiee
ion are Dave Willis, Humphrey
Key, Leonard Vaughn, Harold
Hurt and Holmes Ellis. A City
Council member to the commis-
sion will be named soon.
The Murray Planning Com-
mission is the group which has
initiated the many studies
which have been made for the
past ten years including several
which have been enacted into
law by the City Council. These
include the Sub-Division Regula-
tions, the Traffic Report, Popu-
lation Study, Existing Land
Use Analysis, Proposals for Ad
basting to Flood Conditions, the
Unsafe Housing and Building
Code, a Community Facilities
Plan, Public Improvements Pro-
gram and Capital Improvements
1.40get, Eco
nomic Survey, Ma-
Street Plan, and several
others.
These plans, studies, codes
and regulations were worked
out with the cooperation of
various state and Federal agen-
cies.
The Planning Commission has
as its major objective the plann-
ed growth of the city. After a
code, or plan has been studied,
It is then presented to the City
Council for the councils accept-
ance or rejection. If accepted
the code or regulation then be-
comes law.
The Board of Zoning Adjust-
ment which is set up in the
Zoning Ordinance of 1959 is de-
signed to implement the Zon-
ing Ordinance only.
Mayor Holmes Ellis praised
the work of Dr. Hogancamp and
the Commission, pointing out
recently that the many hours
spent by this commission has
resulted in a more planned and
orderly growth for the city.
GREETINGS FROM THE WHITE HODSIfr-This ii cne of thelwo thuistn
ias cards gent Ude year
by Prebieirt URI sirs. Nixon. It-1S ats einbOsied jiallmark repderini- of the-VirkIte
 House,
surrounded by a thin god line and red border. The card measures 74 inches by 514
 inches.
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PCA DINNER - Members of the Jackson Purchas• Production Cradit Association fromeown counties enjoyed Christmas dinner at the Holiday inn at Mayfield on Thursday even.Ins. D•c•mbser 11. The group exchangod gifts and sang Christmas carols. Counties rapre-sensed ara Graves, Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard, McCracken, and Calloway.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
CHICAGO - Linda Morse, 26, of Berkeley, Calif., testifying
for the defense at the trial of the "Chicago Seven," summing
up an explanation of the radical political theory that motivated
the defendants:
"The more I see or the hc:rors perpetrated by this government,
like the murder of Black Panther leader Fred Hampton, like the
starvation of millions of children, like the pollution caused by
offshore oil drilling, then the more I want this system torn down
and replaced by one that cares about people."
LOS ANGELES - Mrs. Pat Mearns, wife of an Air Force colonel
missing in action in Vietnam for three years, in a Christmas
appeal to Americans to help her and other wives of missing or
captured servicemen:
"We ask that Americans send one extra Christmas card this
year to the president of North Vietnam acting President Ton
Duc Thang, successor of Ho Chi Ming.
"We ask that they plead with him to give our husbands, and
the 1,400 American servicemen who have not been heard from,
humane treatment."
PANAMA CITY, . Brig. Gen. Omar Torrijos, returning in
triumph to Panama after his supporters reversed a coup de etat
begun last weekend:
"You cannot destroy a year's work in a day."
WASHINGTON - Rep. Wilbur Mills, D-Ark., the House-Senate
conference chairman in charge of reaching a compromise bill
on tax reform, giving a progress report on the lengthy task after
completing an 11-hour session Tuesday night
"We're halfway through. We may be finished by Thursday night."
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Deaths reported are Ovid Edwards, age 56, and Mrs, Tylme
Tucker Burget, age 53.
Army Pvt. Gene W. King is receiving eight weeks of advancedIndividual training at the Artillery and Missile Center, at Fort
Sill, Okla.
City Building Inspector Humphrey Key said that the total
estimated cost of building in Murray last month, according to
building permits, amounts to about $53,900.00
Births reported are a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lockhart, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Requarth, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Towery. '
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Ryan Milk will soon be on the market in cardboard containers,
according to company officials.
Calloway County voted 37 to 1 in favor of continuing the quotason cotton.
Miss Jerlene LassiteT was crowned senior FFA Queen at Lynn
Grove High School. The junior queen was Miss Wanda Sue Morton.
Showing today at the Varsity Theatre is Jiggs and Maggie in"Jackport Jitters".
Bible Thought for Today
•
And when he had sent the multitudes away, he went up into a
mountain apart to pray: and when the evening was come, he was
there alone.-Matthew 14:23.
Jesus renewed His strength in silent communion with
Follow His example, and go apart each day and renew your body
and soul in prayer.
Mat you should kiln
about Thristmas
XHE first Christmas was 58. C. The year in
which the Christian era began was
miscalculated in the 6th Century,
and the error was never cor-
rected in the calendar. Be-
cause of a calendar change,
Christmas is ob-
served by some
persons on
January 6.
ill
How Much
Alcohol Is
Too Much
CHICAGO - How much alcohol
can you drink before endangering
your safety and that of others
In the performance of such tasks
as driving a car, or operating
a power tool?
Helping you find the answers
to this question is the goal of
a two-pronged nationwide educa-
tional program announced today
by the National Safety Council
and the American Medical Asso-
ciation. It is expected that appr-
opriate Federal agencies will
be joining in this effort shortly.
In a joint statement, Safety
Council president Howard Pyle
and AMA president Gerald D.
Dorman, M.D., said, "Although
there is no question that the
best policy is not to drink and
try to perform anactivity requir-
ing judgment and skill, it must be
recognized that drinking continu-
es to be socially acceptable to
a great majority of people. App.
roximately 90 to 95 million Am-
ericans drink, at least occasiona-
lly.
"And the occasions for dr
ing are endless, as are the chant.
I ces for accidents."The problem of alcohol and
accidents is complex. It involves
different kinds of drinking and
a wide variety of hazardous ac-
tivities in the home, at work
and play, and on the highway.
Persons who drink range from
once-a-year imbiders through
social, moderate, heavy, and ch-
ronic problem types. Their ex-
perience skills, and attitudes are
just as varied,
"Alcohol is medically classi-
fied as a drug - a depressant
which acts as an anesthetic on
the central nervous system, It
Is absorbed directly into the
blood vessels of the stomach
and intestines and carried throu-
gh the bloodstream to all parts
of the body. Concentration of
alcohol in the bloodstream is
determined by:
- the amount of alcohol consum-
ed
- the length of time since the
drinking began
- the length of time since
the last drink
- body weight
- the quantity and kind of
food in the stomach at the time
of 
drinking
The system disposes ofalcohol
through elimination and oxida-
tion, and this process usually
takes about one hour per drink.
Black coffee, cold showers, and
physical exercise may make the
drinker more alert, but they do
nothing to rid -his system of
alcohol."
The NSC and AMA educational
efforts will be aimed at helping
individuals determine as nearly
as poslible their own "accident
risk" .factor so they will know
where their own danger level
starts, Additionally, the problem
is designed to build public supp-
ort among responsible citizens
to provide treatment for the
drinker who is sick and to encou-
rage appropriate laws and law
enforcement for those who mis-
use alcohol and are a hazard to
themselves, their families, and
society.
Landau in film
HOLLYWOOD (1-1")-
„5artin Landau, who quit
"Mission: • Impossible," has
"signed to co-star with Sidney
Poitier in "They Call Me
MISTER Tibbs" for the Miriseh
company.
p..
Rig talk
NEW DELHI (UPI)-Hindi,
the language spoken by more
people in India than any other, is
being taught in 31 iountries of
the world. India Has 14 major
languages.
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today Is Wednesday, Dec. 17,
the 351st day of 1969 with 14 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry, Mars and Saturn,
On this day in history:
In 1903, Orville and Watgr
Wright made the first succese.
ful airplane flight at Kitty
Hawk, N.C. It lasted 12
&.seconds.
In 1925, Gen, William Mitchell
was found guilty of criticizing
the Army and Navy and was
suspended from the Army for
five years. In 1945, the Senate
voted to award Mitchell the
Medal of Honor posthumously
and promoted his rank to Major
General.
In 1939, the Nazi vessel "Graf
Spee," being chased by British
warships, was scuttled off the
coast of Uruguay.
In 1941, Adm. Chester Nirnitz
replaced Adm. Husband Kim-
mel as commander of the
United States fleet in the
Pacific.
---
A thought for the day: British
poet Latitia Elizabeth Landon
wrote, "Were it not better to
forget than but remember and
regret?"
PLAYWRIGHT /HONORED - -
Noel Coward, playwright and
song writer, arrives at the
Nati9iM1 Fl! Theatre in Lon-
dcirwith actress Merle Ober-
en for a special tribute on
his 70th birthday.
Burley Sales
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Here is a table of Tuesdays bur-
ley tobacco sales in Kentucky
markets as compiled by the
state Department of Agricul-
ture:
Markets
Bloomfield
Bowling Green
Carrollton
Covington
Cynthiana
Danville
Franklin
Glasgow
Greensburg
Harrodsburg
Henderson
Hopkinsville
Horse Cave
Lebanon
Lexington
London
Mayfield
Maysville
Morehead
Mt. Sterling
Owensboro
Paducah
Paris
Richmond
sRhuesseibr,ii11v, illele
Somerset
Springfield 
Winchester
Total
Pounds Avg.
154,690 $69.12
170,224 66.74
1,196,414 71.44
317,816 67.91
576,196 70.35
Ei21,962 68.21
No Sale
7E5,870 66.44
No Report
511,232 68.6
28,308 63.4
307,256 65.66
300,816 66.39
478,634 68.52
2,850,482 70.59
440,320 66.74
89,170 6'7.03
1,470,104 69.24
467,380 69.18
673,044 69.8C
278,966 67.17
No Sale
516,350 69.05
570,478 68.44
259,366 65.89
855,938 69.74
480,438 67.29
215,984 68.89
580,414 68.69
15,457,138 MEM
Lee Marvin to narrate
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Lee
Marvin will play host-narrator
for the Bell System's "It
Couldn't Be Done" tribute to
American working men next
April 12.
* * *
Royal selection
HOLLYWOOD (UPI -"Anne
of the Thousand Days, starring
Richard Burton, was selected
for the Royal Film Performance
of 1970.
The
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day at its monthly meeting.
The plan calls for making the
city schools part of the larger
system.
Dr. Newman Walker,
tendent of Louisville schools,
said he thinks city board mein-
bers would like to meet for the
discussions, but he said, "We
haven't had the opportunity to
seriously talk about the possib-
ility of merger on an immediate
basis."
A public opinion poll made
Public Saturday indicated that
56 per cent of residents in the
County school system juris-
diction favor the merger.
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THEATRE GIFT TICKET BOOKS
ON SALE AT OUR BOXOFFICEI!
iptillrigSLICOSAMICIRIMIINOINIMMINCIEW/
CLOSE - OUT ALL
I TOYS PRICE
tagli
ROBOT BATTERY rli nn.11 Retail
ASKS $3,300 A MONTH Anna Kash(' and. Marion Brando.
are shown at court in S.inta Monica, Calif., where she asks
$3.31#0 ninth --upport They w re divorced a decade ago,
and he agreed to pay tip‘karais of 44.000 a month for 121
months The pact provided fir continued support if she had
not remarried during that period
'-
..,,,,,••••000
*Ps
ii
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••••••
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\t.
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EASING FINAL EXAM TENSIONS This is the way some finalexam tedsions are eased at Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio. For a donation the student gets use of
a sledge hammer in a charity smashup. The donation goes to
the Wood County Orphans Home for Christmas presents.
Taking advantage of the tension-easing gimmick are Candy
Wurzel. Junior, Fremont, Ohio, and Jack Shelley, sophomore,
Dayton. Ohio. Inside. Jett saams. sophomore, New Jersey.
FOOTBALL GAMES Retail 
MACHINE
ALL 
ELECTRIC PINBALL G
WESTCLOX ALARM CLOCKS 
ALL TIMEX WATCHES 
LADIES ELGIN & WALTHAM WATCHES CLOSE OUT
7-SHOT .22 RIFLE Was .4.. 
One Only .
MEN'S SPALDING GOLF CLUBS (Bag
U.95
11.95) -
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
Goodyear # 7 Great Songs of
CHRISTMAS STEREO RECORD 
1 G.E. RANGE J332, se,,c,eaning White 
1 GI DISHWASHER .E 3-Tier Washaction, White
I h.E. STEREO .,,Am FM Redlo, complete with Port.
G.E. 8-TRACK STEREO TAPE PLAYER with
6.E PORTABLE COLOR TV m,20
6.E HAIR DRYER _ _ _
G.E STEAM & DRY IRON F62 _
6.E PORTABLE MIXER .617
G.E CUSTOM SLICING KNIFE
G.E 2-SLICE TOASTER T22 
6.E ELECTRIC HAIRSE1TERS 
12'
Retail 111.95 - - - -
$4.50
$9.50
$3.50
$4.50
I
SALE $7.50
ir OFF
10% OFF
1- PRICE
NOW $27.95
50°
$199.95
_ _ $139.95
$278.00
$116.95
$189.95
 $19.98
  $7.88
 $7.88
 $10.88
  $11.88
$18.95 - $23.99
Fl, PC375
2 1" Spkrs.
BILBREY'S CAR & HOME
SUPPLY, INC.
210 Main Street Phone 753 5417
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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VIRDEN IS NAMED
Los Angeles Leads Hickman C°untY
NFL All-Star Team
With Six Players
By VITO STELL IN°
UPI Sports Writer
• NEW YORK (UPI)- Car
: Eller and Alan Page, th
• charging Minnesota defensiv
linemen iirtio have led to
Vikings to straight victories,
were selected Wednesday to to
United Press International 196
National Football League All
Star team.
Eller, the 6-foot-6, 250-pound
end chosen for the secon
straight year, was a near
unanimous selection. He r
ceived 4'7 votes from a panel o
48 NFL experts around to
nation - three from each leagu
city.
Page, a 6-foot-4, 250-pound
tackle, was named to the select
unit for the first time. He
Ousted Dallas veteran Bob
Lilly! Lilly ran third in the
balloting behind Merlin Olsen of
Los Angeles and Page had to
settle for a second-team berth.
Named Five Straight Years
Minnesota center Mike Tin-
gelhoff and Lilly both had been
named for five straight years
and Tingellioff extended his
streak to six straight.
Los Angeles led with six
players on the team, three each
on offense and defense, while
Dallas had four players on the
first team.
Quarterback ROrnilll Gabriel,
winning All-NFL recognition for
the first time. led ttie Ram
Murray High
Wins Over
Benton 18-63
BENTON, Ky.-With five men
scoring in double figures, the
Murray High Tigers rolled over
the Benton Indians 78-63 in a
game here Tuesday night.
The Tigers were led in scor-
ing by Albert Scott who had 18
points with Allen Hudspeth net-
ting 17 markers. David Alexan-
der and Steve Hale each con-
tributed 18 points while Pat
Lamb was close behind with 10
markers
David Davis led the Indians'
attack as he collected 28 points.
Dennis Owens was the only
other Benton player in double
figures as he chipped in 10
points.
The Tigers shot 45 per cent
from the floor and hit on 55 per
cent from the charity stripe.
The Indians hit 34 per cent from
the field and connected on 68
per cent from the free throw
line. Murray High also grabbed
the lead in rebounding 49-38.
Murray High now owns a sea-
son record of 3-1 while Benton
holds a mark of 3-5.
Murray HIsit 17 34 SI 75
Beaton IS 35 ea 43
114U/UtAY MGR (711)-Fludimeth 17.
Scott IS, Alexander Id, Lamb 10. Hale
1S, WilUama S. Ward
111134TON (113)--Devls 34. Moores 7.
Owens IS, Solent, 4I, Thompeon I. Wit.
lett 3. Brien 2. Myers.
delegation. Gale Sayers won a
running back spot for the fifth
straight season while Dallas
rookie Calvin Hill, the only
rookie named, won the other
spot.
Gary Collins of Cleveland and
Roy Jefferson of Pittsburgh
were named the wide receivers.
It was the first time in the
career of both that they've won
the honor. Jerry Smith of
Washington was also named
tight end for the first time.
Hickerson As Guard
Gene Hickerson of Cleveland
was named to a guard spot for
the third straight year. Los
Angeles' Tom Mack was
selected to the other guard spot
for the first time. The tackles
are Dallas' Ralph Neeley, for
the third straight year, and Los
Angeles' Bob Brown, back on
the team after a two-year
absence.
Deacon Jones, selected for
the fifth straight year although
he was second to Eller in the
voting, is the other end. Page,
and Olsen, named for the fourth
straight year are the tackles.
Dick Butkus of Chicago is the
middle linebacker for the third
straight year and Dave Robin-
son of Green Bay is a
linebacker for the third straight
season. Chuck Howley of Dallas
won the other linebacker spot
after a two-year absence.
Detroit's Lem Barney, named
for the second straight year,
and Dallas' Cornell Green,
named after a year's absence,
are the cornerbacks.
Larry Wilson of St. Louis,
chosen for the fourth time since
1963, and Los Angeles' Ed
Meador, selected for the second
time in the last three years,
are the safeties.
Second Team Offense
The second team offense has
Sonny Jurgensen of Washington
at quarterback with Leroy
Kelly of Cleveland and Tom
Woodeshick of Philadelphia at
running backs. Gene Washing-
ton of Minnesota and Dan
Abramowicz of New Orleans
are the wide receivers.
Grady Alderman of Mintiest,-
ta and Bob Vogel of Baltimore
are the tackles with John
Niland of Dallas and Gale
Gillingham of Green Bay at the
guards and Bill Curry of
Baltimore at center.
The defensive line has Jim
Marshall of Minnesota and
George Andrie of Dallas at
ends with Lilly and Alex Karras
of Detroit at the tackles. Mike
Lucci of Detroit is the middle
linebacker with Chris Hanbur-
!ger of Washington and Dave
Wilcox of San Francisco at the
linebackers.
Jim Johnson of San Francisco
and Bobby Bryant of Minnesota
are the cornerbacks with Karl
Kassulke of Minnesota and
Mike Howell of Cleveland at the
safeties.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Bushido,
an 11-1 longshot, won the
$58,400 Grey Lag Handicap at
Aqueduct by a neck over Ocean
Bar.
7:00 p. m.
Dec. 19
Mayfield
Murray
8:30 p. m.
Dec. 19
Callowa
TO SPORT'S ALL-AMERICAN
MSU Star Picked
For Third Team
7:00 p. m.
Dec. 20
8:30 p. m,
- Dec. 20
'
Calloway Christmas Tourney
Is Set For This Weekend
The Calloway County Christ-
mas Tournament gets underway
this weekend with four of the
top teams in the First District
competing for the championship
crown.
First round games will be
played on Friday night and the
championship and consolation
games will be played Saturday
eight
The four team tournament
will feature the Murray High
Tigers, the Mayfield Cardinals,
the Stickman County Falcons
and the host team, the Calloway
County Lakers.
The first game Friday night
will be between Hickman Co-
unty and Mayfield and the se-
cond game will pair intracounty
rivals Calloway County and
urra-y High.
Mayfield has posted a 5-0
-last record so far this sea-
Ashlands Holds
First Place
NEW YORK (UPI)-Ashland
College, boasting the best
defense against scoring in the
nation, continues to rank as the
nation's best small college
team.
The Eagles, who allowed only
53 points in winning two games
last week, received 17 first
place votes and 305 points
Tuesday in balloting by the 3.
member United Press Interna-
tional Board of Coaches.
The figure easily surpassed
that of second-ranked Kentucky
Wesleyan, which amassed nine
first place nominations and 241
points in the balloting for
games played through Satur-
day.
Gannon took third in the
voting, followed by American
International and S.F. Austin,
Eastern New Mexico was sixth,
with Southwestern Louisiana,
Southwest Missouri, Evansville
and Eastern Michigan complet-
ing the top 10.
Five coaches from each of
the seven geographical areas of
the nation comprise the UPI
ratings board. Each week they
select the top 10 small college
teams in the nation, with points
awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
basis on votes from firs'
through tenth.
son, including an upset over
top-ranked Paducah Tilghman
while Hickman County is .500
for the season with a 6-6 re-
cord.
Murray High has racked up
3 wins i:nd lcst 1 game so
far this season compared with
Calloway County's 5-4 record.
The first game both nights
will begin at 7:00 p. m. and
the nightcap will start at ap-
proximately 8:30 p. m. Admis-
sion will be $1.25 for adults
and .75 for students. Students
must have I. D. cards or they
will have to pay adult admis-
sion.
Officials for the tourney will
be Bill Knight and Buddy Hew-
itt
Championship
SPORTS
BULLETIN
DECATUR, Ala. (111) - Uni-
versity of Alabama football
player Richard Gram•r
drowned early this morning
when he fell from a boat on
the Tennessee River.
Grammer, a senior offen-
sive center, was with three
other men when the accident
occurred. Ho had been duck
hunting.
A three-year lifterman
from Hartselle, Ala., he was
a major in industrial arts at
the university.
Blues Edge Wings
ST. LOUIS (UP1)- Gary Sae
bourin fired home his ninth goal
of the season Tuesday night to
give the St. Louis Blues a 6-4
victory over the Detroit Red
Wings and a seven-point lead in
the Western Division of the
National Hockey League.
The Blue's lead over the
second-place Minnesota North
Stars is their biggest of the
season. The Blues are undefeat-
ed in their last four games.
Sabourin scored his winning
goal by taking the puck from
St. Louis goalie Jacques Plante
and skating the length of the
Ice for a shot over goalie Roger
Crozier's shoulder at the
Detroit crease.
The assist was the fifth o
Plane's 14-year career in the
NHL.
New Mexico State Sets
Celtics Top Sights on National Title
Pistons, NY
Knicks Lose
By United Press International
It's the old pros who enabled
the Boston Celtics to endure
their costly early season losing
streak.
The Celts, defending Natiorial
Basketball Association clorn-
pions
' 
had new Coach .my
Heinsohn wondering when he
would be presented witl• a
winning game. Then Boston
began clickikg.
A 27-point game by Lorry
Siegfried Tuesday night led
Boston to a 117-98 victory over
the Detroit Pistons. John
Havlicek and Bailey Howell
each contributed 21 points as
the Neltics won their third
straight and fifth in their last
seven games. Jimmy Walker
topped Detroit with 28 points.
The victory raised Boston
from the Eastern Division
cellar and dropped Detroit into
the basement. The Celtics still
have a long way to go to
whittle down their deficit of
131,.i games behind New York,
The Knicks lost a 125-124
overtime decision to Atlanta in
a battle of first-place teams
Philadelphia routed Phoenix,
141-119, San Diego stopped
Chicago, 110-101, and San
Francisco whipped Seattle, 125.
By STU CA MEN
UPI Sports Writer
The college basketball season
Still has a long way to go but
Mexico State, having
alrcv.dy won its "state" cham-
pionship, now has its sights set
119.
Lou Hudson's basket with
three minutes to go in overtime
came in the middle of an 11-0
Atlanta surge and enabled the
Hawks to hold off a determined
New York rally. Dave DeBuss-
chere's foul throw ended the
regulation time at 113-all. Joe
Caldwell topped Atlanta with 28
points and DeBussrliere netted
27.
San Diego moved within a
game of second-place Chicago
in the Western Division by
beating the Bells. It. took a
string of 11 straight points in
the fourth quarter to overcome
a Chicago lead and the Rockets
went on to score 28 of the last
42 points of the game. Elvin
Hayes paced San Diego with 31
points. Clem Haskins's 26 was
high for Chicago.
Philadelphia hit 54 per cent of
Its floor shots in mauling
Phoenix. Dart-all Imhoff led the
76ers barrage with 28 points.
Archie Clark followed with 25
and Hal Greer seored 24. Jerry
Chambers played 22 minutes
for the Suns and tallied 23
points.
on the national title.
The third-ranked Aggies won
their seventh straight Tuesday
night by defeating New Mexico,
91-73, for their second triumph
this season over the Lobos and
the unofficial state champion-
ship. With hardly a major
challenger remaining on its
admittedly "soft" schedule,
New Mexico State figures to
enter the post season NCAA
tournament, for the fourth
straight year, with one of the
better records, if not an
undefeated slate.
Most of New Mexico State's
title aspirations rest on the
shoulders of Jimmy Collins and
Sam Lacy who combined for 44
points in the Aggies' latest win
over New Mexico, Collins, a
swift-moving guard with a
deadly jump shot, was held to
four points in the first half
before finding the range after
intermission and winding up
with 25. Lacey, a rugged 6-foot-
9, 240 pounder, put his muscle
to good use against the Lobos
and finished with 19 points.
Others Come Through
Two other top ten teams
sixth-ranked Davidson and nin
ranked North Carolina, cam
through with victories.
Davidson, getting 22 poin
from senior Doug Cook and 2
Brian Adr
/(17rrs...
Claude Virden
Murray State's 6-5 forward,
Claude Virden, has been nam-
ed to the third team of Sport's
Magazine's All-America Bask-
etball team.
The magazine said of Virden
"Thg least known of any
of our first three team mem-
bers is 6-5 senior forward
Claude Virden of Murray
State, who averaged 23.5
ppg last season. Player of the
year In the Ohio Valley Con-
ference last year, Virden led
Murray to a 22-6 record, the
school's best since 1943". 
Also named to the third team
ofe the magazine's All-America
team was Kentucky's Dan Is-
from sop
smothered Richmond, 98-77, for
the unbeaten Wildcats' thirc
victory. Kenny Foster lot
Richmond with 22 points.
North Carolina, paced to
,
Charley Scott's 23 points, had a
harder time than expected
before downing stubborn Virgi-
nia, 80-76. Chip Case sparked
e Cavaliers with 19 points as
Virginia held a 40-39 lead at
halftime. Jim Delaney's four
traight points early in the
second half brought the Tar
Heels from a 52-50 deficit into a
54-52 lead and they remained in
oat the rest of the way.
Purdue, still without the
ervices of injured All-America
ick Mount, placed five men in
uble figures and defeated
Dartmouth, 82-58. George Faer-
ber 's 18 points topped the
Boilermakers' balanced attack
d Larry Weatherford chipped
with 16.
No Longer Unbeaten
North Texas State, getting 23
ints apiece from Crest
hitaker and Joe Hamilton,
opped Cincinnati from the
anks of the unbeaten, 89-71;
d Greg Carney's 23 points led
ichita State past St. Louis, 82-
8, in a pair of Missouri Valley
onference games.
Drake, a major contender the
issouri Valley title, whipped
evada, 101-75, in a non-league
ontest; Jim Abrahamson's 24
ints helped Iowa State defeat
isconsin, 84-73; Eric Mitch-
's last-minute field goal
ed St. Joseph's to beat
rovidence, 68 - 65; LaSalle
ed West Chester State, 92-
0, and Penn State beat Boston
°liege, 67-63.
In other major games, Yale
opped Brown, 64-58; Connecti-
ut got by Massachusetts, 88-
1; Seattle defeated Gonzaga,
3-68; Syracuse beat Westminis-
sier, 89-51; Army tripped Ohio
orthern, 70-40; George Wash-
sel. Jim McDanieds of Western
Kentucky was high on the list
of Honorable Mentions.
The teams are as follows:
First Team-Pete Maravich,
Louisiana State; Charlie Scott,
North Germane, Bob Lanier, St.
Bonaventure; Rick Motwit, Pur-
due, and Calvin Murphy, Nia-
gara.
Second Team-Mike Maley,
Davidson; Rudy Tainjanovich,
Michigan; Willie SoJourner,
Weber State; Jim McMillan, Co--
lumbia; and John Roche, South
Carolina,
Third Team--Roward Porter,
Villanova; Dan Issel, Kentucky;
Dennis Awtrey, Santa- Clara,
Claude Virden, Murray State;
and Dean Meminger, Marquette.
Those receiving honorable
mention were: Mike Grosso,
Louisville; Jim McDaniels,
Western Kentuckle Rich Yunk-
us, Georgia Tech; Marvin Rob-
erts, Utah State; Bob Lienherrd,
Georgia; Pete Cross, San Fran-
cisco; Wendell Ladner, So. Mis-
sissippi; Austin Carr, Notre
Dame; Nate Archibald, Texas,
El Paso; Will Hetzel, Maryland;
Butch Zatezalo, Clemson; Da-
vid Cowens, Florida State; Don
Curnu/, Miami (Fla); Cliff Me-
ely, Colorado; Seabern Hill,
Arizona State; Curtis Rowe,
John Vallely, UCLA; Jeff Petrie,
Princeton; Bobby Croft, Tennes-
see; Hayward Dotson, Colum.
bia; and Dave Robisch, Kansas
Stars Squeeze
By Colonels
By United Press International
Wayne Hightower proved a
tower of strength for the Los
Angeles Stars Tuesday night.
Hightower scored nine of his
team's last 11 points as the
Star. over came a live-point
deficit in the final three and
one half minutes to edge the
Kentucky Colonels, 102-101.
The loss dropped the second
place Colonels four and one half
games behind Indiana in the
East Division of the American
Basketball Association as the
Pacers gained ground with a
108-104 triumph over Dallas. In
the only other game, Washing-
ton whipped Carolina, 135-114.
Hightower led all scorers
with 30 points while Louie
Dampier led the Colonels with
29 and Darel Carrier chipped in
with 21.
John Barnhlll's three-point
field goal with 30 seconds left
to play helped Indiana past the
Chaps. Roger -Brown and Mel
Daniels combined for 63 points
for the Pacers with Brown
taking game scoring honors
with 36. Glen Combs led Dallas
with 27.
Warren Armstrong's 34 points
and 24 more by Larry Brown
carried Washington to its
triumph. Bob Verga hit for 29
points for the Cougars.
ington downed William and
Mary, 90-80, and Texas Affill
beat Colorado State, 63-54.
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By Abigail Van Buren
I. IN, by Clikau• TrIllmm•-141. V. Kies Syad. sae)
DEAR ABBY: My problem is that I have had so much
advice that I am dizzy and confused. And now I am asking
you for some MORE advice, which shows you how mixed
up I really am.
Three weeks ago my husband dropped dead of a heart
attack. He was only 57 and had just had a complete check
up. The doctor told him he could live to be 100, so you can
imagine the shock I got when they called from in the middle
of a canasta game and gave me the news.
I am now getting advice from all sides. Some say,
"Sell the house and move into an apartment. What you
need is a complete change of scenery." Others say, "Take a
trip." Still others, "You will be miserable traveling alooe.
You can't run away from yourself. Stay home. You need to
be with friends."
I also get business advice. Some say, "Sell the business
while it's a seller's market." Other say, -"Hang on to the
business and run it yourself."
My two children are married and independent so I will
have to make these decisions myself. How does a widow
know who to listen to? Please tell me what to do.
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: The best advice I can give you is
to take NO advice right now. You've suffered a tremendous
shock, and are undoubtedly still under a great deal of
strain. You need more time to "adjust" before making any
decisions. What you want to do about the house and the
business can wait until you've had more time to think.
Your judgments will be less emotional and more rational
then.
In the meantime, don't SELL anything, don't BUY any-
thing, and don't SIGN anything. And good luck.
DEAR ABBY: I would appreciate it if you would print
your opinion of fellows who say to girls, "I'll call you,"
but they never do. Thank you.
STILL WAITING FOR THAT CALL
DEAR STILL: Girls shouldn't believe everything they're
told. When a fellow says, "I'll call you," he thinks that's
what a girl expects to hear. [And he's right.) But it has
about as much meaning as, "See you around," or "Let's
get together—sometime." It's a friendly, but insincere,
remark.
The next time a fellow says,-"I'll call you," if you really
want to shake him up, say, "WHEN?"
.PEAR ABBY: I get a real blast out of the among wits)asked, "Should I give my husband a night out with the
boys?"
In the last four months, my husband has been IN a
total of 17 nights. We've been married for 25 years and it's
always been this way, so I suppose I should be used to it
by now.
Don't tell me not to nag him. You butcher life I nag him.
Every chance I get. The house is clean and I'm a good
cook, but I am sick and tired of making dinners for the
garbage disposal. Get the idea?
I'm no beauty, but then, I never WAS. I just want to
say that I'd be delighted if my husband had "A" night out.
What I'd like is for him to have a few more nights "IN."
N. B. C.
DEAR ABBY: This is for "WONDERING IN ATLANTA."
She was concerned about bow it would look at her son's
wedding with all the bridesmaids obviously pregnant [They
were married.] I should have been so lucky. At my son's
wedding, the BRIDE was seven months pregnant, and in-
terestingly enough, the groom was not the father.
SURPRISED IN CHICAGO
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Moe, Los Angeles, Cal.
Softie. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby, Box 07110, Les
Angeles, Cal. WM, for Abby's booklet, "How to Writs
Lets for All Occasions."
The Holiday Inn was the
scene of the Christmas party
and luncheon held by the South
Murray Homemakers Club on
Thursday, December 11, at ten-
thirty o'clock in the morning.
A delightful Christmas pro-
gram was presented by Mrs.
Harold Eversrneyer, Mrs. N. P.
Cavitt, and Mrs. Raymond Car.
ter on "The Wondrous Gift"
compiled by Mrs. Stanley Po-
well of Berea.
The program included poems,
Christmas carols, scriptures,
and a story, "The Gift". It was
concluded by the singing of the
last stanza of "0 Little Town a
Bethlehem".
Mrs. Ben Trevathan gave a
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Week Of Prayer
Program Held By
The Kirksey WMS
The Woman's Missionary Soc-
ety of the Kirksey Baptist
Church observed the week of
prayer for foreign missions on
Thursday, December 4, at six-
thirty o'clock in the evening at
the church.
Mrs. Howard Darnell was the
leader in charge of the pro-
gram, "In The Power of His
Spirit".
The meeting was opened with
silent prayer as Mrs. William
Edwards played "Breath On
Me" softly on the organ.
A biographical sketch of Lot-
tie Moon was well given by
Mrs. Mike Sykes. Mrs. Urban
Belcher had "Special Requests
and Prayer" followed by "Re-
flection of A Woman's Confer-
ence" by Mrs. R. W. Blakely.
Mrs. David Brasher's discuss-
ion was on "We Respond in
Prayer" and Mrs. Howard Dar
nail discussed "Signora Mar-
garita".
Others on prayer were Mrs.
W. A. Erwin, Mrs. Jack Cain.
Mrs. Isaiah Treas, Mrs. James
Paschall, Mrs. Jackie Treas, and
Mrs. Jim Washer.
Mrs. Gerald Boyd gave "We
Respond With Gifts". Each
member gave her offering and
lighted a candle representing
her gift.
Plans were made for t h e
Christmas party and exchange
of gifts.
Ruth Ann Barrow
Calloway Students
Named As Citizens
For The Month
11"-"Thlt Calloway County Mg%
School Citizen of the Month
Committee has selected Mark
James and Ruth Barrow a $
Citizens of the month.
Ruth is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Barrow. She is
vice-president of the Beta Club
and a member of the Pep Club
and the C.C.H.S. Girls Chorus.
She is also a member of F.T.A.
She takes part in the Y.W.A.'s
and the choir of the Hazel Bap-
tist Church. Ruth is an out-
standing singer and participates
in the Gospel-Airs Quartet.
Mark is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rubin James. He is presi-
dent of the Student Council
and editor of the Laker Year-
book Staff. He is vice-president
of the Pep Club and a member
of F.B.L.A. s.nd Beta clubs.
Mark is a member of the First
Baptist Church. He likes all
sports and supports the school.
Miss Judith Holt
Honored At Shower
-At Ramsey Home
brief resume of seven new
books at the Murray-Calloway
County Library and reserved
for homemakers to read. She
closed her talk by reading a
Christmas story.
Christmas gifts were ex-
changed. Each person brought
three gifts, one for Western
State Hospital, one for each
member, and one homemade
gift to be auctioned.
Twelve members and one
guest, Mrs. Trevathan, were
present.
Mini picture fashions are mak-
ing picture news. The most pop-
ular ones are being used in wall
groupings and table top displays
on small easels. Mini mirrors.
framed to compliment basic dec-
orating styles are being ineludet
in wall arrangements, too.
The lovely new home of Mr.
and Mrs. Hurlie Ramsey of Dex-
ter Route One was the scene of
a bridal shower given in honor
of Miss Judith Holt on Monday,
December 8.
Miss Holt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Holt, Jr., of Dex-
ter Rotte One, is thd bride-
elect of David Vaughn, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Vaughn of
Dexter Route One.
The honoree wore a yellow
knit dress and was presented a
matching corsage.
A miniature bride and groom
statuette was the centerpiece
on the tabel from which re-
freshments were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Hurlie Ramsey
and Mrs. Duena Collins.
Those present were Mes-
dames Ed Vaughn, Ray Holt,
Duena Collins, Tommy Mitchell,
Bessie Jones. Charles York,
Brooks Schroader. R. L. Bur-
keen. Wallace McClain, J. C
PLENTY
of
FREt PARKING
New Concord Club
Has Holiday Party
The New Concord Homemae-
ers Club held its annual Christ-
mas party and luncheon at the
Community Center on Wednes-
day, December 10, at ten-thirty
o'clock in the morning,
Mrs. John Livesay and Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield had decor-
ated the hall with beautiful
Christmas decorations.
Gifts were exchanged a n d
sunshine friends were revealed
Carols were sung with Mrs.
John Wells at the piano. The
recreation was led by Mrs. Lo-
man Bailey.
Twenty members were pre.
sent. Visitors were Mrs. Eunice
Grubbs and Mrs. IL A. Brant-
ley with the latter becoming
new member.
The next meeting will b e
iirseld on Wednesday, January
4, at one p.m. at the home of
. Curtice Cook.
1
V.ark James
PERSONALS
Mrs. Evie Dunn of Kirksey
Route One has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist Hos-
pital, Paducah.
Mrs. Jack Belote and Mrs. R.
E. Orr complimented Miss Kay
Pinkley, December 20th bride-s 
elect of Gary Roedemeier, with
a lovely luncheon held at 12:30
in the afternoon in the Red
Room at the Holiday Inn on
Saturday.
Miss Pinkley chose to wear
from her trousseau a blue and
white crepe dress. Her mother,
Mrs. L. K. Pinkley, chose to
wear a beige and brown tunic
style dress. They were present-
ed with matching corsages.
Centering the table was a
lovely arrangement of red car-
nations interspersed with white
holly and green fern.
The bride-elect presented
each of the attendants with a
gift of pewter mint julep
glasses.
Covers were laid for Miss
Pinkley, her mother Mrs. L. K.
Pinkley, Miss Jane Belote, Miss
Jeanne Diuguid, Miss Debbie
Edmonds, Miss Mary Anne Orr,
Clarksville, Tennessee, cousin
of the bride-elect, Miss Linda
Roedemeier, Bridgeton, Miss-
ouri, sister of the groom-elect,
Mrs. James Ed Diuguid, Mrs.
Billy Edmonds and the hostess-
es, Mrs. Belote and Mrs. Orr,
aunt of the bride-elect, of
Clarksville, Tennessee.
• • •
Read the directions !whir,
using anything in an aerosol con-
tainer. Look for the arrow on
the spray button and make sure
it points away from your eyes
before pressing.
Ramsey, Ewin Ramsey, Mark
Ramsey, Noble Griffin, James
Burkeen, Ray Storms, Effie
Laycock, Hurlie Ramsey, Miss
Dorothy Holt, and the honoree.
Ws- Holt.
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
The Tau Phl Lambda, Omicron Alpha chapter, Wood-
men of the World Sorority, presented a United States flag
to the Murray School of Practical Nursing. Pictured left
to right are Joyce Morrison, teacher and coordinator of the
school, Glenda Smith, sorority president, and Sandra Shapi-
ro, instructor of the school.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Presents Flag
To Murray School Of Practical Nursing
The Woodmen of the World
sorority, Tau Phi Lambda, Omi-
cron Alpha chapter, presented
a United States flag to the
Murray School of Practical
Nursing.
Glenda Smith, president of
the sorority, made the presen-
tation to Joyce 'Morrison, teach-
er and coordinator, and Sandra
Shapiro, instructor of the
school.
The school is a relatively
•ew school having been in sess-
ion for only two years. It is
sponsored by the M.D.T.A. in
_oprdination with the area vo-
ational school in Paducah.
venteen area people were re-
ently graduated from the
hool ready for their LPN
ate board examination. The
ajority of these students are
mployed by the Murray-Callo-
av County Hospital.
In their training the nursing
students used the Resuscie-
ianne-(device for teaching
mouth to mouth resuscitation)
iclaich..was presented to the lo-
'cal Red Cross chapter by the
Woodmen Sorority this year.
The Woodman encourages re-
.ipect and love of our nation's
flag in all phases of the Wood-
man program, a spokesman
said.
In the presentation Mrs.
Smith said the flag is an emb-
lem of the greatest nation on
earth, a nation which grew from
many who were willing to sacri-
fice that we could be a nation
Leather refers lo uppers
IR"RAY, KENTUif V Y ,42 7
P-401`.f. fl
OPEN MONDAY thru FRIDAY UNTIL 8.00 p.m.
THE LOOK YOU LOVE
Thank heaven for Miss America's
mellow kidskin shoe to wear with
softened suits and dresses. You'll adore
the engaging little heel.
$15.99 Block
And
Brown
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
.............•.....,.....• •. •ONLY .'p. 
'p.. . 7. •4, 
f* ** *. SHOPPING DAYS .
• 'TILL CHRISTMAS ••*
of free men and women. The
red color in the flag represents
courage, the blue color repre-
sents loyalty, and the white re-
presents liberty.
Days one should fly the flag
are New Year's Day, January 1;
Inauguration Day, January 20;
Lincoln's birthday, February
12; Washington's birthday, Feb--
ruary 22; Easter Sunday (var-
iable); Mother's Day, second
Sunday in May; Armed Forces
Day, third Saturday in May; Me-
morial Day, May 30 (half staff
until noon); Independence Day,
July 4; Labor Day, first Mon-
day in September; Citizenship
DOS- September 17; Columbus
Day, October 12; Veteran's Day,
November 11; Thanksgiving
Day, fourth Thursday in Novem-
ber; Christmas Day, December
25.
Other days proclaimed by the
President are birthdays of
states (dates of admission) and
the state holidays.
Openings in clothing for the
physically limited child should
he large enough so the child can
dress himself. Some types of
openings to look for: full-
length openings in snowsuits,
large over the head type open-
ings in dresses, and expandable
neck openings in undershirts.
Harris Grove Club
Has Luncheon At
The Wrather Home
The Harris Grove Homemak
ers Club met at the home of
Mrs. Bill Wrather on Wednes-
day, December 10, at eleven
o'clock in the morning for the
annual Christmas luncheon.
Each member took part in
the devotion reading Bible vers-
es, poems, and singing Christ-
mas carols. Mrs. Alfred Tay-
lor read from Luke 2:7-11 and
read the benediction.
The roll call was answered
by each membet telling of her
most unforgettable Christmas.
Mrs. Bill Wrather and Mrs.
Barletta Wrather gave reports
on coming events.
Mrs. Marvin Parks and Mrs.
Bill Wrather each read an in-
teresting letter they had re-
ceived from Steve Wilson tell-
ing of the customs in Thailand.
At the noon hour a delicious
potluck luncheon was served
and pictures were made.
The exchange of Christmas
gifts and the revealing of sun-
shine friends was a highlight of
the day along with a very in-
teresting book report was given
by Mrs. J. R. Humphreys.
Those present were Mrs. Rod-
ger Humphreys, Mrs. Marvin
Parks, Mrs. Eulalia Morton, Mrs.
Estelle Heuer, Mrs. Clifton Lee
Jones, Mrs. Alfred Taylor, and
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, county
?xtension agent.
The next meeting will be
held with Mrs. Estelle Heuer
on Wednesday, January 14, at
one p.m.
Christmas Party
Of Service Circle
Class Held Monday
The Service Circle Class ol
the First Chritsian Church held
its annual Christmas party in
the home of Mrs. Marvin Ful-
ton Monday evening. Each
guest brought a dish of food
which was served buffet style
from a holiday decorated table.
Mrs. Lassie Pickard gave the
prayer before the meal.
Mrs. Nell Robbins, president
of the class, directed the fill-
ing of baskets to be sent to
the shut-ins of the church. Mrs
Hilda Lavender, class secretary,
gave a financial report of the
year's activities.
Mrs. Eunice Overbey, co-pre-
sident of the class, who is suff-
ering from a broken hip, sent
party aprons and pot holders
she had made te the party, for
each member of the class. Mrs.
Martha Carter and Mrs. Lo-
chic Hart, teachers, were pre-
sented gifts.
Mrs. Helen Bennett showed
sound films of "Patty's Christ-
mas" and "The Christmas Don-
key."
Others present were Mes-
dames Marvin Higginson, Vera
Wednesday, r —.ember 17
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holida)
Inn at 10:90 cr.. Gifts will be
exchanged.
• • •
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have its re-
gular bridge day at 9:30 a.m
For reservations call Mrs. Jim
Bryan 753-8280.
• • •
Thursday, December lt
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. L. J. Hort.
in, 1803 Lincoln Drive, at 2:30
p.m.
• • •
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an open house at the home of
Mrs. Frank Kane, 1817 Keene-
land Drive, from 7:30 to 9.00
p.m. Hostesses are Miss Vivian
Hale, Mesdames Franklin Fitch,
Eugene Flood, Henry Fulton,
Robert Hahs, and Raymond He-
witt.
• • •
The Business and Profession-
al Women's Club will have its
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at the Ma-
sonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Fldelis Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Chbia will meet in the fellow-
ship ball of the church at 11
a.m. for the annual Christmas
party. A potluck lunch will be
served and each is to bring a
small gift for exchange. All
members are urged to attend.
• • •
Friday, Dec•rnber 19
The Diller or Dollar Bowling
League will bowl at 11 a.m. ir
order to be finished in time tot
school dismissal. Members
please note change in time.
• • •
The Lynn Grove Homemak-
ers Club will have a Christmas
party at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at seven p.m.
• • •
- 
Saturday, December 20*\ 
The Murray Firetts will meet
at six p.m.
lir. 
.****11Zr*****
**********
110Es *;:ii.,iii
***.***„**•****,*
Farris, Annie Bailey, Ruth Fit-
beck, Pauline Speggle, Edrie
Singleton, Estelle McDougal.
Ruby Roberts, Ruth Wade, Ruby
Farmer, Jewel Jones, Zollie
Paschall, Madge Diuguid, and
Lillian 3Iofinian.
the
most wanted
gift in
the world
TRULOVA
FIRST LADY
1We1 S.
cot dial
Mete
When you know whit makes a
watch tick, you'll rye a Bulova
Lindsey's
Jewelers
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WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Limit.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
FRYERS
a.2 5
BUTTERNUT
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS
12 CT. PKG. 19
SALAD DRESSING
•  MIRACLE 
WHIP
OT. 48
1/2 BOX RED DELICIOUS APPLES
PLUS 1/2 BOX FLORIDA ORANGES
BOTH FOR
$3.98
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
TOMATO JUICE
FULLY 
HAM
WIENERS  12 OZ. PKG. 49C
BACON LB.  690
ALLEN'S 
q,LigN BEANS  61°Nzsi1
WE NEVER CLOSE
NEW STORE HOURS
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
CHUCK ROAST
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
CHUCK ROAST 
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BLADE CUT
ENGLISH CUT
LB  44
LB 74
SWIgEDSTEAK LB  89t
59cSHANK PORTION LB.
LIMA BEANS  6 15 OZ $1CANS
346 OZ $1CANS
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS CREAM STYLE
PCPAPstly 
WHITE OR YELLOW  5170Z.$1
CANS
CRANBERRY SAUCE 2490CANS 
RED DELICIOUS
APPLES DOZ. 490
ORANGES Dc)z 39t
TANGERINES  3D0z $1
BANANAS LB. 10C
Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
Ready To Go
BAR-B.4
RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES
Beef
Pork
Chicken
Lb.980
Lb.5%
5/$1.00
MORTON
CREAM PIES
EA 29
PURE VEGETABLE
CRISCO
3 LB. CAN
MISSING MINUTES AFTER THIS—Kristie Lynn Slater, 5, cud-
dles up to Santa Claus in a Chattanooga, Tenn., shopping
center only minutes before disappearing. Ranks of the
searchers swelled to some 900.
Congress To
Battle For
Bigger Voice
By ELIZABETH WHRTON
WASHINGTON (UPI) —No
matter who is elected president
in 1972 and 1976, the decade of
the '70s is likely to witness a
continuing effort by Congress to
reassert its constitutional right
to a voice in U.S. foreign
policy.
Ever since the American
republic was founded, periodic
arguments have broken out
between the executive branch
and the legislative branch over
the distribution of power in this
most delicate area of national
decialoo.meiniag.
The Vietnam War has impart-
ed new fervor to the ancient
quarrel because it perfectly
illustrates a fact of internation-
al life that Congress finds very
hard to swallow.
Even though the Constitution
says plainly that only Congress
has the right to declare war,
the president's command of the
armed forces gives him the
power to involve the nation in
warfare whenever and wherev-
er he chooses.
Most congressmen recognize
that the technology of our time
makes it difficult if not
impossible for a president to
consult the legislative ranch in
a national emergency. If
rockets bearing nuclear war-
heads were already en route
toward American cities, the
president could hardly wait for
Congress to declare war before
firing back.
That is why Congress is now
concentrating on having a say
In the long-range foreign policy
decisions that create the basic
conditions for war or peace.
The president's role as
commander in chief gives him
almost limitless opportunities to
adopt policies which could lead
to war without Congress having
any say in the matter.
However, it does not follow
that Congress is helpless to
provide effective opposition to
presidential policies with which
it disagrees.
Congress has, for one thing,
the power of the purse strings.
A president has no money to
spend for implementing his
policies unless it is authorized
and appropriated by Congress.
Perhaps even more signici-
nantly, Congress provides a
forum for public debate and
discussion on national policy.
And public debate can lead to
political pressures which no
president can with
The Senate is now so deeply
involved in the current power
struggle over foreign policy
that even if the Vietnam War
were to end tomorrow, tht
battle would go on.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Tow-
ard the end of his tenure as
secretary of defense, Robert S.
McNamara made a most un-
Pentagonlike statement.
"A nation," he said, "can
reach the point at which it does
not buy more security for itself
jIpJj by buying more mititsry
hardware. And we are at that
point."
McNamara had presided over
a major military buildup. U.S.
nuclear weapons tripled in the
1960's; the armed forces
expanded by 40 per cent.
Now McNamara was looking
ahead to the central defense
issue of the 1970's: Whether the
United States, Russia and other
nations will seek security
through more arms or more
arms control.
The sixties end with the
United States and Soviet Union
In rough nuclear balance.
Neither can attack the other
without being destroyed in
return.
Pentagon Projects Situation
In 1975—if Pentagon projec-
tions prove valid— the situation
could be this:
— Russia could have enough
triple-warhead missiles to wipe
out the U.S. force of Minute-
man land-based missiles. But
by then the U.S. would have
part of its Safeguard ABM
system in operation to protect
some Minuteman sites.
— The United States will be
well along in deployment of
multiple warhead missiles,
known as MIR V. These will
increase the number of U.S.
missile warheads from 1,700 to
something like 7,000— enough to
penetrate Russia's ABM should
it be expanded.
— Russia may have enough
Polaris-type missile submarines
to seriously threaten U.S.
nuclear bomber bases. The U.S.
Polaris submarine force,
however, would probably still
be able virtually to destroy
Russia by itself.
Billions Spent on Arms
If all this happens as
predicted by the Pentagon,
additional billions will have
Antique Fordson 
4000 Series Tractor 
Complete Set 
(Tractor and Equipmenfl
Dan Gurney Cougar
Road Set 
BILLINGTONTORSEE TRACTOR CO.
East Huttok 1% 94
Inflation, Anti-Inflation
Medicine Tough On Business
Independent business battled
inflation in 1968. In 1969, it had
to cope with worse inflation, plus
the anti-inflation medicine presc-
ribed by Washington. In medical
terms, the patient is holding on,
but !laving a bad reaction to the
medicine.
While some economists are
predicting a possible recession
and economic overkill ff tight
money policies remain in effect
much longer, among independent
business owners there's fear an
overkill has already begun in
their ranks, Independent firms,
not having access to public funds
through the stock market and
lacking cash reserves which
most corporates enjoy, are de-
pendent on lending capital to
maintain and expand operations.
It is often their lifeblood.
Surveys by the National Fed-
eration of Independent Business
throughout the year provide data
on the status of independent and
small business, the "bread and
butter" of the economy, quite
apart from the well-publicized
corporate world.
The Federation's 1969 data
from 118,000 firms of every size
and description suggest inflation
remains the uppermost problem,
aggravated by tight (and expen-
sive) money and slow collections
of accounts receivable, with lim-
ited expansion, largely confined
to labor-saving equipment.
The inflation dilemma comes
through clearly. Nine out of 10
independent businesses report
paying higher wholesale or mat-
erial prices, a figure which ad-
vanced all year. Higher labor
costs are reported by 77 percent.
Higher interest rates and taxes
further swell overhead.
Consequently, more and more
independents (68 percent in the
first quarter, 74 percent by Nov-
ember) raised their prices. Yet
a declining majority, 53 percent
at last count, report higher dollar
volume than a year earlier. App.
arently, for many, raisingprices
has brought diminishing sales.
Retailers, who comprise almo-
st half of the independents, show
above-average figures for whole-
sale price increases (96 per-
cent), retail increases (82 per-
cent) and increased unit inven-
tory (43 percent). But, when ask-
ed about sales volume compared
to a year ago, only 53 percent
said it is "higher", 29 percent
said "unchanged " and 18 per-
cent said "lower".
The inflation pressure to tight-
been spent on arms by 1975—
but the security of both nations
wffl be no greater and possibly
less than it is today. There
would still be a nuclear balance
but it would be more preca-
rious, more susceptible to
accident or miscalculation.
The problems of arms control
also will have been compound-
ed. The shift from a numerical
to a technological nuclear arms
race makes inspection harder.
The economic burden of
defense is bearing heavily on
th countries. Each spends
nearly 10 per cent of its gross
national product on defense.
en up operations and maintain
profit levels has been on for at
Least two years, the Federation
notes.
"Every year we cut more cor-
ners to compensate for higher
costs of doing business," says
an Idaho grocer, who employs
28 persons. Apparently, he's ru-
nning out of corners to cut. "Our
net runs about one percent be-
fore taxes," he laments, con-
cluding, "I am in favor of vrag€
and price controls, the sooner
the better."
This sentiment is being voice(
by an increasing number of bus-
inessmen — but still a minority
— says the Federation, although
wage and price controls are an
ugly prospect for those who re-
member World War II. But many
proprietors see inflation mainly
due to labor's wage demands
and price increases by big bus-
iness, where the prime interest'
rate of 8-'/2 percent and the 10
percent surtax do little to cool
off the situation.
Construction may be the har-
dest-hit field, but some retailers
and service businesses are re-
porting increasing buyer rests-
tance.
(Washington) policies are going h-
all small contractors are laying
to kill small construction .
off crews and work is coming
in on a day to day basis. The
scuttlebutt among construction
workers here is that all contrac-
ts due will be struck, and here
we go again — higher prices
and higher wages."
A home-builder in the South
blames increased cost§ of labor,
materials, land and money.
"Never before have we had all
these problems as bad at one
time."
A Texas implement dealer,
unable to borrow long-term mon-
ey at reasonable rates, says he
cannot "increase inventories,
receivables, equipment, pay tax-
es and then pay interest on short-
term, high-interest money."
Federation surVeys show in-
terest rates paid by businessmen
increased steadily throughout the
year, at an annual rate of 1.6
percent. These are on loans taken
out in the last six months. Some
businessmen are now reporting
bank loans at 9-1/2, 10, even 12
percent.
Despite soaring rates, the
number of independent business-
es taking new loans remained
just above 30 percent all year.
F ederation researchers believe
demand is much higher, but many
are unwilling to pay the price
and some are unable to borrow.
In this area, the Small Bus-
iness Administration has been
of little help. SBA made fewer
Loans in fiscal 1969, and most
of these wer e bank-guarantee loa-
ns bearing higher interest rates
than direct loans, Many new SBA
loans are going to minority en-
terprises, mostly to start-up bus-
in ess en.
The Nixon Administration's
immediate attack on inflation br-
ought disappointment to many
who hoped a new Administration
and new Congress would help
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small business. Party platform
promises to tax incentives went
unfulfilled. Instead, Congress th-
reatened repeal of the 7 percent
investment credit, taken on new
equipment oasts, as part of the
cool-off plan. Repeal would fur-
ther cut, after-tax earnings, sor-
ely needed to maintain sound
business. says the Federation.
Nothing in the tax reform leg-
islation promises much help for
the independent, the Federation
notes. And while the need grows
more acute, Congress has not
enacted the strongly - backed
Plowback Allovasce Bill, which
would permit a business to deduct
20 percent of its net profits, if
Invested in the business, from
Its tax return, up to $30,000.
Federation surveys show 55
percent of the businesses making
new investments, averaging und-
er $15,000. Most of these, 60
percent, put the money into eq-
uipment; only 6 percent into coo-
struction and 9 percent into re-
modeling.
Only 10 percent of all firms
added new mone?' to inventory,
although replacemenccosts rose,
Everything points to an extended
effort to "hold the line" and
limit receivables and speed up
collections, but the data shows
little progress in either. A decl-
ining number reported collec-
tions "the same", a rising num-
ber "slower".
"Some large customers have
been dragging their feet 45 to
60 days," one businessman com-
plained. "This causes a drain on
our resources; our creditors
have to wait."
In this environment, use of
the bank credit card spread amce
ng independent retailers, rising
from 24 percent early in 196
to 35 percent currently. Average
volume of business done on them
declined from 19 to 16 percent,
A notable bright spot in indep-
endent business is among trans-
portation firms, which are only
one percent of all businesses.
They rank above-average in inv-
estment, growing revenue, and
new job creation, and also re-
port lower average interest rat-
es. Apparently, failure of major
railroads and truck lines to ade-
quately service outlying comm-
unities has created a growth
opportunity for smaller trans-
portation independents.
The small minority of busine-
sses with healthy sales increases
apparently are adding new per-
sonnel at a good rate. A rising
number of firms, up to 74 per-
cent, are holding the line on
employment, but among the oth-
WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 17 186
ers there is a net gain of 1.9 esPeciallY industry • wide Dar.
employees per arm, gaining; and tax incentives for
The independents continue to exPansibn of business and new
press for tax relief; including
personal income tax exemptions business development in ruraj
of $1,200; restrictions on unions, and non - metropolitan area.,
The owner of a WiscotWil cm- IftWitW4UALIKUM4WAQ4-04tVAWAtk$440414a-KWAtkhkeitgEthitaAktvAsoottluktmgstruction firm says "Current 
announces
the end of
off-color
movies on
television
with ruc
is the greatest advancement in Color TV recep-
tion! Color on most sets today isn't very stable—you
see green and purple people instead of warm, natural
flesh tones when the scene changes—when you
switch to another channel-- or when a commercial
comes on. Revolutionary TAC ends all that. The
color is right all the time—automatically. TAC is an
exclusive Magnavox electronic system which com-
bines all the functions of these innovations Auto-
matic Tint Control— lets you select the flesh tones
most pleasing to you and keeps them that way on
every channel, every time Automatic Chrome Cir-
cuit —assures uniform color intensity from station to
station; no matter how often you change channels
Automatic Fine Tuning— eliminates the need for
critical picture tuning. You get a perfectly tuned
precise picture instantly and automatically. Magnavox
TAC, so simple a child can tune it perfectly I
Z YOUR
CHOICE
These other advanced features
contribute to your viewing enjoyment New Magnavox
MX500 Brilliant Color Tube—gives you vivid,
more natural 295 sq. in. color pictures for more life-
like realism; Chromatone—adds depth and rich
beauty to color; Quick-On pictures and sound—
eliminate warm-up; 3 I.F. Stage Bonded Circuitry
chassis—assures lasting reliability. 82-Channel
UHF/VHF Instant Automatic Remote Control—
with more functions and more conveniences than any
other remote unit today—is optionally available. And
—only Magnavox offers you today's widest selection
of fine furniture styles to enhance any decor. All
models shown are on concealed swivel casters.
ONLY MAGNAVOX HAS
Set-and-forget
TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR
• Off-color can change a love scene
into a horror scene—the handsome
hero turns Into a green monster; the
heroine, a glow of purple • Magnavox
censors that—with exclusive Total
Automatic Color • TAC keeps the
color right—all the time—on movies
and on all programs • With TAC—
there's no jumping up and down to
adjust color • Just set it and forget
it • Only TAC turns on every
off-color movie—by showing
it like it is!
tlA. Old-world Meditarrani-,manodel 6926 . Strik-
ing Contemporary—model 6922.. C. Charming Early
American—model 6924 Also available in French and
Italian Provincial styling.
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Red Jonathan (bushel $3.49)
APPLES _ _ — — bu
Frosty Acres - 6-oz. can
Frosty Acres
Frosty Acres - 9-oz. pkg.
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Our Own Make Pure Pork PARKER'S ow
We have all sizes of TURKEYS, DUCKS, GEESE, CAPONS
FRESH OYSTERS, for your Christmas Fixing
We also have COUNTRY SMOKED HAMS, BONELESS
COOKED HAMS, and CANNED HAMS!
Big Assortment of
CHRISTMAS CANDY - APPLES - ORANGES - NUTS
cCriNiirRlifizS 
can
2
Blue Bonnet
___ 2Ibs 490
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Income Tax
Questions and
Answers
Q. When will I get the forms
I need to file my 1960 income
tax return?
A. — Taxpayers will receive
their for= by mail around the
1st of the year. Extra copies of
the forms and instructions will
e be mailable at most local banks
eie and post offices and all IRS of-
fices in January foe those need-
, ing them.
GI 
Note that in the forms pack-
,1 age you will receive irt the mail
are several addnal forms be-
sides the basic case-page Form
1040. These are provided for
1.1 your convenience in case you
't need them.
tt We imate that 31 million
3. taxpayers will only need the
one-page Form 1040, while 22I*
million other taxaaYers will
$ need to attach only one addl-
e- tional form.
b. Q. — Row do I go about
raising my estimated tax &elit-
e- ration? The last few months
• business was better than I ex-
• pected.
ts A. — The adjustment can be
a figured on the worksheet you
• used to compute your initial
9 estimated tax declaration 
and
• payment. If you have misplaced
your copy, contact your local
IRS office.
When you make the adjust-
ment in your estimated tax lia-
bility, daft forget that the sur-
charge rate is 10 percent for
1909. The worksheet shows the
surcharge rate as 5 percent,
which was accurate when the
forms were printed a year ago.
• After you have recomputed
9- your estimate, your January 15
• installment payment should be
bk made for the increased amount.
Q. — I'm having some dental
9 work done before the end of
• the year. Can I deduct this as
a medical expense on my 1969
fr return?
9 A. — Items are generally de-
ductible in the year they are
paid. If you pay these dental
al expenses in 1969, then they are
deductible on your 1969 tax re-
turn
Q. — Is the cost of fixing up•
the barn on my farm deduct-
ible?
A. — Repair and maintenace
to buildings and equipment used
in farming are deductible farm
business expenses. However,
when expenses of this nature
L' materially add to the value of
-- the property or appreciatly ex-
witead les bie, they must 'IA cap-
For example, if you repair
the roof of your barn, the ex-
peon is deductible. If you re-
place the roof, the cost must
be capitalized.
Q. — If a baby is born in
December, can the parents still
claim the full $600 dependency
exemption?
A. — Yes, the full $600 ex-
emption may be claimed for a
child born in December, as long
as the other dependency tests
are met. The $600 exemption is
not pro-rated.
Q. — I'm going to England
soon and will stay several mon-
ths. What should I do about my
tax return?
A. — The IRS has several of-
fices overseas to help taxpay
ere one of them in London. If
you do not receive your 1969
return forms before you leave.
the London office will be able
to furnish them.
Keep in mind that taxpayers
out of the country April 15.
have an automatic extension un-
til June 15, to file their re-
turns. For additional informa-
tion, send a post card to your
District Director and ask for
a copy of Publication 54, Tax
Guide for U. S. Citizens Abroad.
TRAFFIC SAFETY SUPPORT
PLEDGED
Governor Nunn told some 90
public officials and traffic -safe-
ty officers attending a regioeal
traffic- safety; meeting in L
ton that they have his full support
In curbing Kentucky traffic deat-
hs and maintaining general law
and order.
The governor, citing a lax
conviction rate in some courts,
urged the officials to "stand
up and do the job" of enforcing
Kentucky's traffic laws.
ROAD OPENING SWEET MUSIC
With formal opening of a 30-
mile section of 1-75 between Mt.
Vernon and Corbin, Kentucky
completed its second interstate
highway system by providing 185
miles of four-lane travel through
Central Kentucky, from the Cow
ington area to the Kentucky-Tia
nnessee line at JeWco.
The Associated Press Report-
ed "for the citizens and officialst
oi tras southeastern Kentucky
C-atmunity of about 4,000 (Lon-
don), the sound of Highway Co-
mmissioner Eugene Goss' snipp-
ing scissors was sweet music,
indeed."
The other interstate system
fully operating in Kentucky is
1-65 from Louisville to the Ken-
hicky-Teneessee line north o!
N ash title
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Improvements For Teachers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Fringe
benefits for government and
business employees have been
broadened considerably in re-
cent years but for teachers such
benefits are practically nonex-
istent, the Kentucky Education
Association (KEA) points out in
urging passage of the "broad-
er benefits" aspect of its 1970
legislative program.
KEA is asking the 1970 Gen-
eral Assembly to enact laws per-
milting local boards of educa
tion to provide teachers some
of the basic benefits extended
as a matter of course to ther
segments of American society.
Among improvements sought
by KEA under the "broader
benefits" heading are these:
1. Authorize purchase by
boards of education of life, me-
dical, and other insurance for
certified personnel. The pres-
ent lack of provision for such
coverage often forces teachers
to tap already meager salaries,
says KEA.
2. Enable boards to grant sab-
batical leaves. Time off from
the classroom to work toward
Are Sought Under Program
advanced degrees, take refresh-
er or specialized courses, or
undertake research or travel re-
lated to their fields of institu-
tion is not now offered Ken.
tucicy teachers, although their
colleagues in higher education
are granted sabbatical leaves.
3. Offer at least three days
of personal leave apart from
regular sick leave to certificat-
ed employees. School personnel
are as vulnerable to personal
emergencies as any other em-
ployees and deserve such basic
consideration, notes KEA, add.
ding that the choice of days
should be left to the employee.
4. Amend sick-leave regula-
tions to match those of other
states: leave for illness in im
mediate family, camulative sick
leave of at least 60 days, pay-
ment for unused sick leave up-
on retirement or death.
5. °fifer optional retirement
of teachers on full benefits af-
ter 30 years of service, regard-
less fo age. Funds for this pro-
vision would be made available
by an annual increase of .75;,
from salaries, matched by an
increased allotment from the
state
6. Maintain Kentucky's Tea-
cher Retirement System as an
independent operation, separ-
ate from the State and County
Employees' Retirement System
The system is already operating
efficiently and is gearecrto the
particular needs of education
Personnel. KEA contends.
KEA's 1970 legislative pro-
gram asks citizens to consider
the question "Ho* Can Ken-
tucky Grow If Our Schools
Stand Still?" and follows with
an appeal to "Help Education
Move Four Steps Forward."
The four steps, under which
WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 17, 1969
the legislative proposals are
listed, are better schools, bet-
ter teaching, broader benefits,
and fuller funding.
Nunn votes "Nom- Inside
Gov, Louie B. Nunn, chairman,
was the only member to vote
"no" when trustees of the Univ-
ersity of Kentucky adopted by 10
to 1 a policy which permits visit-
ing speakers to give free ex-
pression to their ideas on the
campus so long as they obey
regulations designed to preserve
peace and order.
The governor said that while
academic freedom, he believe,
faculty members were capable
of discussing both sides of aji
issue and he saw no reasoi
to encourage recruitment of out-
side speakers.
Another trustee, former Gov.
A, B. Chandler, abstained from
voting in what he said was a
desire to support University Pr-
esident Otis Singletary, but add-
ed, if he had voted it would
have been "no."
A recent survey of 2,00e
persons in Finland shoved 25
he had no desire to abridge per cent of them had bad reeth.
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BOX
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Marshall Co.
Chamber Sets
Dinner Meet
The Marshall County Cham-
ber of Commerce will hold its
Annual Membership Dinner
meeting and the installation of
officers and directors at the
Ken-Bar Resort on Saturday,
January 10, 1970, at 8:30 p. in.
with Mr. Joe White, Personnel
Superintendent, Union Carbide
Corporation, Paducah as guest
speaker.
New officers to be installed
we President, Pete T. Gunn,
III, associated with Morgan, Tre-
vathan and Gunn, Inc., who suc-
ceeds E. V. Window, Plant
Manager of the Pennwalt Chem-
icals Corporation; Vice Presi-
dent, D. W. McKinnis, Jr., Man-
ager of Ken -Bar Resort; and
Secretary-Treasurer, Cress Gar-
dner of the Bank of Harahan
County.
E. V. Winslow will continue
to serve as Immediate Put
President and the 13oard of Di-
rectors is Gcrvie W. Collins,
Richard N. Douglas, Dr. Keith
E. Ellis, Gordon W. Hargrove,
J. Woodrow Hill, Charles Hens
ley, Robert E. Leneave, R. C.
Riley, Jr., and Neal Tcdbert.
Newly elected directors are
Cress Gardner, Pete T. Gunn,.
HI, D. W. McKinnis, Jr., Gene
D. Ray, and Wendell Roberts.
The three directors by appoint-
ment are Bob Arnold, Jr., Hail
Barnett, and Art Travis.
Retiring Directors are Dr.
Jack T. Creason, Richard H. Le-
wiz, Bob T. Long, Jr., and Troy
E. Truitt. Victor R. Powell ser-
ved as Immediate Past Presi-
dent during 1989.
Tickets for the Annual Din-
ner now are on sale. They may
be obtained from any director,
or at any of the four banks in
Marshall County, or by writing
or telephoning the Chamber of-
fice (527-7685). The tickets are
$5.00 per person. The dinner
will feature the outstanding
buffet of Ken-Bar Resort- Ev-
eryone is cordially invited to
attend this dinner meeting
Folding clean laundry is .eir
chore preschoolers can do.
Assisting satisfies their eagertie:,..
and need to help. Three-) yar-
d& can handle washcloths and
pm-folded diapers. Fives proud-
ly match up socks, fold polo
shirts and many other small
items.
Cover-Ups In Order
Drionatic cover-ups are the
order of the evening in hgli-
(id fashion collections.
I'mus, long skirts, culottes
it Jumpsuits are worn with
glamorous cover-ups that com-
plete the costume while
,er‘ing as the evening wrap.
Designs include the poncho,
lie cape, the long sleeveless
,,t and the side-wrapped
IL nie. Even the inasi-eoat is
part of the cover-up layer
game for the holidays.
Another exotic evening wrap
coming from the fashion era
of the Thirties is the fringed
shawl. One new style is made
of an off-white fabric embroid-
ered with Turkish patterns in
red, gold and blue. It's edged
with a deep border of blue
fringe. The shawl comes with
matching fringed pants, but
can be worn with other even-
ing outfits as well
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AI* fernaciie chimneys and
Him inspected regularly?
An 8-ounce glass of butter-
milk contains between 90 and
122 calories.
DECEMBER 24th EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED. eta, am -8101,47 Lessht to limit Quantities. •••
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Exhibition Of
America Now
In Russia
By DUSKO DODER
MOSCOW (UPI)-- "America"
Is a magic word for the
Russians and thousands of
them, wide-eyed and curious,
swarmed over an American
exhibitiop here with their
feelings On display.
"Many thanks for making a
fairy tale come true with your
Apollo 11 and 12," said oat
Muscovite writing in a book 01
impressions placed near the
exit of the "Education-U.S.A."
exhibit in Sokolnikt Park.
Said another, "Come here
more often so we can get to
know you better, We should
become friends."
The exhibition, sponsored by
the U.S. State Department,
attracted an average 10,000
persons daily when it opened
Nov. 12. The theme was
education but an American
moon rock and a film about the
Apollo 11 mission were the big
features for Most Muscovites.
Want To Learn
"Please organize an exhibi-
tion of your space efforts so we
can learn more about the U.S.
space program, we know so
little about it," wrote one
Russian in the visitors' book.
"We are convinced," said two
students signed D. Chumakov
and V. Gutianov, "that the
great successes in space are a
result of your correctly directed
educational system."
"The exhibition shows the
high level of education in the
American society and precisely
for this reason the Vietnam
War is even more of a shame
for such a society," said a
visitor from Tomsk,
Not all remarks written in
the book were laudatory.
"Yankee out of Vietnam,"
was all "a group of coalminers
from the Donbas," wrote.
A group of Leningrad sailors
used the opportunity to criticize
President Nixon and "many
senators who are treating the
American working class badly."
Another person made spelling
corrections and advised the
sailors, "You'd better learn
how to write."
Remarks Mostly Favorable
But nine out of 10 remarks
were favorable. According to
Thomas Craig of Seattle,
Wash., director of the exhibi-
doe, "We've had a great
success in Moscow,"
"The crowds were unruly and
huge outside," said Mrs. Craig,
who was helping her husband
on the trip, "but once they get
In there are lots of smiles and
thank you's."
"There is a tremendous thirst
for books here," Craig said, "I
guess we've lost about one-third
of the books on display."
"They are all tremendously
interested in what's going on in
the United States, particularly
In ordinary things such as
salaries, prices," said Xenia
Ordovsky, 26, of Los Angeles,
one of 21 young Americans on
Craig's staff. All of them speak
fluent Russian. They man the
exhibit, demonstrate U.S. teach-
ing techniques and answer the
visitor's questions.
More than a dozen rivers,
lakes, bays and falls in the Great
Lakes region are named
Sturgeon.
*
James A. Garfield was the
first U.S. President whose
niother was present at his in-
auguration.
GOOD OLD SUMMMITIMI
'ells of Sydney is
- well preOaCred as i.ummerir-
riv. in Australis.
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Scrapbook
94...c Horace Greeley did not originate theE phrase "Go West, young man and
grow up with the country," as some refer-
ences imply. Greeley popularized this in the
East by reprinting in his New York Tribune
an Indiana newspaper's editorial advice and
approving it. The credit-line to Terre Haute
Express was omitted carelessly in further
reprintings.
Greeley repeated "Go West, young man"
In 1869 with important effect in Colorado.
The Tribune sponsored organization in De-
cember of that year of the Union Colony, a
communal settlement enterprise for which a
large tract was taken in Cache la Poudre
Valley north of Denver. In the spring, some
450 persons staked out farms amidst what
/./
was earlier regarded as uninhabitable desert
until Mormons made similar stretches fertile
with irrigation.
Success of the venture of families from
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, who
named their central town Greeley in appre-
ciation, naturally was well publicized in the
Tribune and stimulated similar undertakings.
A visitor to the Territory two decades later
recorded, "Over three million acres are in
profitable cultivation with the aid of 35,000
miles of irrigation canals and ditches."
Stock-raising was an important industry
earlier in Colorado, for domestic animals
did not require shelter and feeding in mild
winters. They thrived on abundant, nutri-
tious dry natural hay. The traveler re-
ported, "Latterly,
the Great Plains
have been occupied
by farmers, and the
cattle, restricted to
the poorest ranges,
are being moved
elsewhere." Mean-
ing Colorado cat-
tlemen had lost in
struggles with
"nesters" thematic
In many Wild
Western novels.
CLARK
KINNAIRD
[o-] Contemporary
illustration of a
pause to rest cat-
tle during ranchers'
collective migra-
tion to Other
ranges In West.
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
Yellowstone
Bum Will Be
Less Trouble
By STEVE GASCOYNE
Y EL LOWS1 ON E NATIONAL
PARK, Wyo. (UPI)- Next sum-
mer visitors to Yellowstone
Natiocal Park may have less to
fear from the sometimes
dangerous grizzlf bears,
Plans such as removing some
troublesome bears by air and
improvements in disposing of
garbage that attracts the bears
to areas where humans are
camping have been offered in a
special committee report.
The committee, composed of
several scientists and university
experts, was set up following a
number of attacks by the bears
on park visitors.
Five persons, including a 5-
year-old girl, were attacked in
the park last summer.
Suffers Internal Injuries
The youngster, Daphne Jax,
of St. Paul, Minn., suffered
Internal injuries, including a
broken rib that punctured one
A park saverintendent said
the youngster apparently was
leaving a campground restroom
when the grizzly attacked.
Dr, A. Starker Leopold, of the
University of California and
chairman of the committee,
said in his report to Park
Service Director George B.
Hartzog Jr., that most of the
problems stem from "bears
who abandon their natural
feeding habits to eat man's
garbage."
"The ultimate objective
agreed upon by all participants
is the incineration or eanitary
disposal of trash and garbage
In a manner that will complete-
ly isolate this food source from
bears," Leopold said.
Other Committee Members
Other committee members
Included Dr. Stanley A, Cain,of
the University of Michigan;
Charles E. Olmsted, of the
University of Chicago, and
Sigurd Olson, a conservationist
and writer.
The report said there was
disagreement among the scien-
tists on whether the garbage
supply should be immediately
withdrawn or gradually phased
out.
"The issue hinges on which of
these procedures will result in
the least number of bears going
into the campgrounds," the
report said.
"Much is known about the
habits of garbage bears and
wild-living bears, but little is
known about the process of
transition. In any event, the
transition must be made, and
everything possible done to
protect both park visitors and
the population of bears during
the process."
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After 3 years,
the car that cost the least costs the most.
The official Used Car Guide is full of little surprises.
To show you what we mean, we've pitted one 1966
Volkswagen against 7 popular 1966 compacts.*
Back when they were spanking new, the popular com-
pacts sold for an average price of. $610 more than the
Volkswagen.
You'd be amazed at how unpopull-tttey've become in
3 years.
The same compacts now sett-for on average of $201
less than the Volkswagen.
. Of course When you stop
isn't surprising at all.
How appealing is a car that looks 3 years old? Com-
pared to one that never looks old?
'• Oro car that gets about 14 miles per gallon?Compared
to on that gets about 26?
Of a car that tokes lots of oil and water? Compared to
one that takes a little oil and no water?
The official Used Car Guide is full of. foregone conclu-
sions.
and think about it, this re,ally
Caffoll Volkswagen 
800 Chestnut' Murroy,K y
Wallace Is
Indebted To
TV For Fame
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Irving
Wallace, whose novels are sold
to movies before they are
written, is more indebted to
television than filen for hie
soaring popularity as a writer.
It is Wallace's theory that
television is gradually trans-
forming Americans into a
nati,,oI 
know 
niefreap to r ders. be fact that
television is driving the public
to reading books," said the
country's most prolific writer
- 13 books since 1955.
"Like novels, television is
fiction, too. But it is drivel,"
Wallace and other authors
find the medium useful for
publicizing and exploiting their
new tones. But they neither
write for nor watch the tube
unless it is a sportscast or
documentary.
Attempts Conversion
In the course of his travels to
encourage sales of his latest
novel, "The Seven Minutes,"
Wallace attempted -apparently
without success - to convert
television digwigs to strive for
higher goals.
"I've told the television
executives I've met that they
aren't honest with their viewers
or even relevant," the author
said.
"One important television
producer was shocked when I
told him that 10 years from
now they'll be broadcasting, but
nobody will be looking."
A former screenwriter him-
self, Wallace keeps in touch
with public taste. Proof enough
Is that his new book has sold
some 150,000 hard cover copies
In it's first eight weeks in the
stalls.
Wallace, however, is anything
but hostile toward television.
"I love it," he said, grinning
"TV is good for writers. People
can get more truth and
excitement in fiction and non-
fiction than they can from the
tube,
Books Like Radio
"In a sense, books are like
radio once was. They stimulate
the imagination by allowing the
reader to project his own
opinions and physical charac-
teristics to individuals in a
 story.,
"Good old television offers
only torpor. Television is the
marijuana of the elder genera-
tion. It gives them the same
glazed look as kids smoking
Pot."
Wallace admitted his attitude
Is somewhat facetious, but not
much.
He emphasized that book
sales, both hard cover and
paperback, are at an all-time
high in the United States.
As he sees it, the phenomena
is not wholly attributable to a
growing population, a drop in
illiteracy, increased affluence
and leisure time.
"Television has contributed,"
Wallace concluded. "And all
authors should be deeply
grateful."
* * *
Iceland is a nation of 100 per
cent literacy, says the National
Geographic.
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK ((UPI).-The
stock market is now ending a.
four-year period of generally
declining stock prices, Wright
Advisory Reports says. A
sustained advance should tal-
low, beginning with a 1969 year-
end rally and substantial gains
as the new year begins, the
firm believes.
-- -
Investment quality stocks
have largely discounted "as
much of a slow-down as is
likely to be politically accepta-
ble," Goodbody & Co. says. The
firm says the possibility of a
final surge of selling cannot be
ruled out, but the general list
appears to be "pretty well sold
out on a fundamental basis as
well as from a technical
standpoint."
---
Because of the cross-currents
of tax-loss selling, Christmas
optimism and reinvestment of
year-end interest and dividend
payments now affecting the
market, its true condition will
probably not become clear until
after the turn of the year,
Harris, Upham & Co. notes.
T4 firm points out that the
mIrket often is near a lasting
bottom when pessimism is at a
peak and it is then that large
quantities of stocks can be
acquired at best advantage.
---
E, F. Hutton & Co. feels the
most recent decline, which
began in November, bear-
strong resemblance to the
third and final phase of a
standard post-war bear market.
uch a phase is characterized
by discouraged selling on the
art of investors who had held
or purchased during an
her selling panic. It moves
ess rapidly than earlier selling
Phases and is concentrated in
blue chip issues, the firm adds.
•
HIGHWAY RESTAURANTS TO
REOPEN
Of interest to travelers will
be Highway Commissioner. Eu.
kgene Goss' announcemenethe st-
ate will reopen under new man-
agement by Jan, 1 three restau-
rants on the Kentucky Turnpike
aind the Western Kentucky Park-
way which have been closed since
last June.
The restaurants are at Shep-
Ler dsville, Lebanon Junction andeaver Dam. The state cancelled
contracts with Host International
Ring unsatisfactory services.
New contracts have been award-
ed Holiday Houses, Inc., Toledo,
which operates turnpike restau-
rants in other states.
VOCATIONAL SYSTEM
"NATION'S BEST"
Governor Nunn described Ken-
tucky's vocational education sys-
tem as "the nation's best" in
dedicating the new, $400,000 Fra-
nklin County Extension Vocation-
al School operated by theCentral
Kentucky Area Vocational Scho-
ol, Lexington.
The system includes 51 sch-
ools in operation and eight under
construction, the governor said,
The Franklin County branch, with
124 students, has been in opera-
tion since September,
THIS WAY7-IF YOU pikAgth.roof veLrns-tobt, sa_yi_p_g to Lial
.IM'e sho's his predeceasor to a limousine after a two-hour
bren kfaKt talk at the White House. The laughing throng are
tourists. The Johnsons ivere n wamhington fora wedding
:**
SHARON TATE SEARCH-Police and Explorer Scouts comb a hillside off Mulholland Drive
In the Hollywood Hills section of the Los Angeles area in a search for bloodstained clothing
worn by tho killers in the five-murder Sharon Tate case.
Rock Musi
Finding Pla
In Schools
By FR EDER ICK H, TR EESH
United Press International
An -elderly woman teacher,
lassically trained in music,
formed a rock group at a
Washington, D. C., junior high
school. She found it was a
marvelous way to get inner city
youngsters interested in music
generally.
At Prescott, Ariz., a music
eacher works with a student
rock group in his classroom
every morning before the start
If school. Sometimes as many
is 200 other students turn up at
7:30 a.m, to hear them play.
In Evanston. Ill., the high
. school band director innovated a
C rock performance for the
halftime show at a football
game,
Cr A garbage mechanic in
.Philadelphia serves as a paid
consultant to the public schools,
i teaching rock in some virtually
all black schools that otherwise
would not have a music
teacher.
Rock music is finding a place
In America's schools.
Some teachers find rock
annoying or ev,en threatening,
but Dr. Wiley L. Housewright,
president of the Music Educa-
tors Natinnal Con f er en c E
(MENC), thinks it is a good
thing in the school room and
should be widely encouraged.
"We (the MENC leadership)
believe that young people have
created a vital musical expres-
sion which cannot be ignored in
the schools if music education
Is to relevant and if we are to
produce a discriminating, musir
cally involveki generation for
the future," „lays Housewright,
a Florida State University
professor.
"Rock music," Housewright
says, "is an issue that needs to
cause no further generation
gaps, no further oanfrontati s
between student and teacher.
Music is a humanleing tree
that can unite us in a divisive
age; that can heighten commu-
nication in an era when human
relations cause so many prob-
lems."
MENC, a 58,000-member or-
ganizatiOn Of music educators,
devocted- 32 pages of the
current issue of its magazine,
the Music Educators Journal,
to eaplaining rock and urging
Its acceptance by teachers and
parents.
The school board president or
the Music Department chair-
man who warns darkly that
rock could take over the music
curriculum is missing the Mat.
The point is that art is
nonexclusive. There is room for
aft of its forms.
The Table Is All Decked With
Greenery And Fine
Things To Eat
at
THE HOLIDAY ROOM
Of THE BANK of MURRAY
Please Join Us During Banking Hours
Between Now and CHRISTMAS
THE
BANK of MURRAY
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Northside
Shopping
Center
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
23
RIBEND PORK LOIN
OAST
JIM ADAMS 1 GA
LB.
****PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THU DEC. 24th ****
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
LB 59C
BEEF MINUTE
STEAKS- 10F0R31 00
IGA OR OCEAN
CRANBERRY
303 CA
FOR
MATCHLESS
BACON
FREE TURKEY
JIM ADAMS IGA WILL GIVE
AWAY A TURKEY A DAY
TILL CHRISTMAS
Just Register Each Time You
Visit Jim Adams IGA
No Purchase Required
Do Not Have To Be Present To Win
1h 59—C1
Northside
Shopping
Center 
SMOKED TENDERIZED
HAMS
WHOLE
14-16 LB
AVG.
WE HAVE A COMPLETE SELECTION
OF ALL SIZES OF HAMS,
SLICED AS MIXED CHOPS ff
PORK LOIN LB' OT
CHUCKWAGON
STEAKS lo FoRs 100
>PRAY
SAUCE1
19c
IGA ALUMINUM
Aluminum
FOIL18" Heavy
Reg. 49
39c
APP
303
2
IGA
LESAUCE
.
CAN
35c
ORANGE
,AGAI.
KR
59 
AFT
JUICE
c
GERBER STAINED
BABY FOOD
JAR 7C
PEACHES
4 0SPIGACANS
DETERGENT
Silver Dust
SIZE 65cGIANT
CAKE WHITE
MIX 
IDA
ORANGESF
5 IIA36
MARTHA WHITE
FLOUR
10 BAGLB 99c
IGA
YELLOW
CHOCOL ATE
GRAPES
lb
SANTA CLAUS
Will Be At IGA
FRIDAY 6 - 9 P.M.
MSACLEAti
DRESSING
49c
FRESH FLORIDA
IGA
FRUIT „
COCKTAIL 4089C
IGA
ICE MILK
GAL 39C
TANGARINES29cDOZ.
Shop Our Produce Dept. for
Large Selection of COCONUTS
FRUITS & NUTS
FOR CHRISTMAS EA.
IGA
BROWN & SERVE
ROLLS
FRESH
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
303 CAN
FROSTY ACRES
DESSERT
Topping
3IE OZO.A R S L C
CAN
PKG. OF 12
19c
RED OR YELLOW
APPLES
4 3
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!
PAGE TWELVE
Educational
Television
Schedule
WEDNESDAY - December 17
3:00 Guessing Patterns: Teacher
Orientation
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Sneezes Wheezes & Measles:
5:30 What's New
6:00 The Forsyte Saga - In the
Web
7:00 To Save Tomorrow
7:30 Book Beat Bert Cochran
8:00 French Chef
8:30 Panmeck Dr ng Interaction
THURSDAY-December 18
3:00 Communication Skills
3:30 hiLsterogers' Neightorbood
COO Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Am. Hist.
ift -5:25 Agriculture in Ky. -Imports
5:30 What's New
6:00 Efflcient Reading
6:30 Folk Guitar
7:00 Washington Week in Review
7:30 N.E.T. Playhouse: Traveler
without Luggage
FRIDAY - December 19
3:00 Efficient Reading
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sign-Off
THE LEDGER I TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
COMMISSIONER MILLER
on Kentucky
Agriculture
by J Robert (Bob) Miller
With end of any year comes
tax plinning ke that year.
Farm economists in Washing-
ton have passed along some tax
tips for us in your Kentucky
Department of Agriculture to
share with you. The benefits of
this advice are obvious. -
For instance, the surtax is
scheduled to decrease from its
current 10 per cent rate in 1969
to no more than an effective rate
of 21/2 per cent in 19'70. Attempts
were made to eliminate the sur-
tax all together - but the Senate
prohibited this.
The main idea that we in your
KDA, on the basis of informa-
tion from the USDA and Treasury
officials in Washington, want to
share with you - is to defer in-
come to 1970 and to allocate
expenses to 1969. This usually
Is easier for farmers, because
most of us are on a cash basis
for accounting purposes.
So delay any crop sales you
can to put income into 1970. And,
in the same manner, offset as
much income as possible this
year with tax deductions, for they
will return you more this year.
For example, if you can order
and pay for seed and fertilizer
you anticipate using next year,
do it. And ask the supplier to de-
lay the delivery. Along the same
line, try to get all your necessary
repair and maintenance work
done now, too.
Maybe these tips will stimulate
other tax-saving ideas of your
own. One other suggestion: take
a good loot at your tax snruie.
as soon as they arrive -because
they're new this year. There Is
no more 1040F.
Farmers now will use the same
1040 form that other taxpayer
do. But you can attach aSchedule
F to report your farm income and
menses.
However, this new scnedul
is entirely different from the ol
Form 1040E-so study this nei
form carefully.
"What you should know*
about Thristmas
EWIS H. REDNER said the music of
0 Little Totes of Bethlehem came to him
in a dream! He wrote out the music the next
morning, Dec. 25,1868, to words by Rev. Phillips
Brooks, pastor of Holy Trinity Church, Philadel-
phia, where Mr. Redner was the organist.
King Features Syndicate, Inc.
.kmoigftasiOr.al
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)-Some of
the deep investor pessimism
must be dispelled before a
prolonged advance can get off
the ground, Alexander Hamilton
Institute notes. With the market
In an oversold condition, a
significant rally should be in
the offing, but it is doubtful any
rally could be sustained until
Investors' gloom, reflecting the
Vietnam War and tight money,
is swept away, the firm says.
---
There is no free-wheeling bull
market likely until the credit
brakes are eased, according to
Spear & Staff. The market
should end the year in trim
shape-there is very little fat
left to squeeze and several
more weeks of trendless
trading are possible, the firm
adds.
---
A sustained upturn is not
likely until there is a clearer
indication of the extent of the
present business adjustment,
the International Statistical
Bureau says. The firm also
predicts the high cost of money
will continue throughout 1970,
but a slightly easier trend is
likely in the early part of the
year as the economy snows a
slower rate of increase.
---
The market is in the process
of establishing a major bottom,
but whether the next rally will
be a bear market rally or not,
It is too soon to say, according
to the Dines Letter. The
present market is oversold,
as it was at the June 1962 crash
lows and the October, 1966,
bottom, the firm says.
WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 17 196Q
The Golden Gate Bridge
which has a span of 4,200 feet
was built in 1937.
President Abraham Lincoln
took office March 4, 1861.
WATER SHUT OFF--Tubeau, a mascot at Scott Air Force Base, Ill., is about fed up with
this kind of dog's life - no relief in sight. The mLniature. French poodle is owned by Col.
Wayne P. Orr. The sign was put up by a maintenance crew when it shut oft the water.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
WEST FORK CLARKS RIVER WATERSHED CONSERVANCY DISTRICT
HAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
WEST FORK
30, 1969.
STANDARDS
WE HAVE EXAMINED THE STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS OF THE
CLARKS RIVER WATERSHED CONSERVANCY DISTRICT FROM INCEPTION TO NOVEMBER
OUR EXAMINATION WAS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH GENERALLY ACCEPTED AUDITING
AND ACCORDINGLY INCLUDED SUCH TESTS OF THE ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND SUCH
OTHER AUDITUIG PROCEDURES AS WE CONSIDERED NECESSARY IN THE CIRCUMSTANCES.
IN OUR OPINION, THE ACCOMPANYING STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS PRESENTS FAIRLY THE OPERATIONS OF THE WEST FORK CLARKS RIVER WATERSHED
CONSERVANCY DISTRICT, ON A CASH BASIS, FROM INCEPTION TO NOVEMBER 30, 1969 IN AC-
CORDANCE WITH GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES.
1-1-65
To
12-31-65
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
RICHARDSON & IREVATHAN
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
WEST FORK CLARKS RIVER WATERSHED CONSERVANCY DLSTRICT
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
1-1-66
To
12-31-66
1-1-67
To
12-31-67
1-1-68
To
12-31-68
1-1-69
To
11-31-69
GRAND
TOTAL
J 19,382.31 21,535.95 3 6,869.92 311,287.28 J22,696.25 3
20,740.63
56,367.89
1,891.80
-0-
2,413.53
81,413.85
18,254.08
93,281.69
-0-
5,000.00
2,005.00
118.540.??
100,796.16 140 076.72
56,367.89
1,225.00
1,084.50
523.90
214.14
13,264.40
150.50
183.59
275.00
1,116.58
244.50
144.33
48.85
-0-
2,373.67
63.22
130.09
-0-
-0-
1,891.80
14.54
79 316.50
(56.29)
18,585.71 20,963.50
107,588.11 65,612.41
2,752.32 21000.00
13-
1,615010 25.99
130,541.14 88 601.90
137 411.06 99 889.18
93,281.69---1T6;514;34 65i54.99
1,354.00 1,748.00 2,520.00
1,108.50 997.00 1,478.60
610.30 443.20 383.20
210.37 315.26 223.26
23,209.50 5,811.61
40.90 62.70
161.40 163.81
191.00 217.01
1,547.21 2,969.70
297.00 298.00
70.50 23.00
44.46 40.30
-0- 86.67
5,822.88 3,512.88 2,972.35
102.60 121.37 175.70
39.59 -0-
35.00 50.00
66.10 -0-
5,000.00 -0-
-0- 75.00 784.75
-0- 2,752.32 2,000.00
7.38 -0- 24./7
133 200.38
6.42
126 202.17
(78.39)
23,156.96 173,457.60
18,646.07 708,657.69
18,158.22
-0- 10,200.00
149.55 8,400.49
41 952.58 918 874.00
64,648.S3 918 874.00
19,403.07
3,392.54
1,478.75
878.70
192.63
21,951.00
20.50 99.20
169.03 280.88
184.00 308.49
675.00 1,789.20
295.00 280.00
13.86 -0-
30.60 109.45
-0- 13.73
3,180.83
201.90
23.58
50.00 -0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
61.34
77 255.61 53 645.29
(62.68) 61.72
79,260.21 133,206.80 126,123.78 77 192.93 53 707.01
717,277.97
15,103.54
8,186.35
4,023.75
2,257.63
83,024.49
825.00
1,516.90
1,553.28
12,752.75
2,054.25
434.89
445.82
356.42
27,371.83
664.79
402.49
135.00
166.10
102200.00
859.75
18,158.22
285.08
908 056.30
(124.12)
907 932.18
3 212535.9,5 669.22 3 11,287.18 - 2,696.&. 3101,4j.,82 4,19524).8Z
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969 1/
TOTAL
WEST FORK CLARKS RIVER WATERSHED CONSERVANCY DISTRICT
SCHEDULE OF TAXES RECEIVED
CALLOWAY MARSHALL
4 2,408.98
3,347.50
4,127.53
3,996.60
4,228.05
4,724.02
4,485.36
4,581.59
4,914.11
$ -0-
4,218.41
2,326.27
2,601.91
2,780.83
2,768.31
3,244.65
3,884.34
3 103.73
GRAVES
$ 4,701.02
9,644.03
8,564.61
9,430.36
8,975.76
6,542.36
7,785.84
9,769.90
6 554.03
MCCRACKEN
$ 2,854.03
5,096.09
3,659.68
4,779.70
4,755.99
4,219.39
3,069.86
2,767.27
8 585.9
TOTAL
$ 9,964.03
22,306.03
18,678.09
20,808.57
20,740.63
18,254.08
18,585.71
20,963.50
23 156.96
$36,813.74 £24,928.45 &71,967.91 $39 787 10 $173,457.60
1/ REFLECTS ONLY TAXES COLLECTED
AUDIT.
THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1969, WHICH IS THE DATE OF THIS
Copy of entire audit available for inspection in the office of McCracken, Groves, Calloway
and Marshall County Soil Conservation Districts, and Watershed office.
Board of Directors
West Fork Clarks River Watershed
Conservancy District
WEST FORK CLARKS RIVER WATERSHED CONSERVANCY DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
CASH BALANCE
CASH RECEIPTS
PROPERTY AND FRANCHISE TAXES-PAGE
U. S. GOVERNMENT-PAGE 5
BID DEPOSITS RECEIVED
LOANS
OTHER RECEIPTS
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
DISBURSEMENTS
CONSTRUCTION COSTS-PAGE 5
SALARIES-BROWN TUCKER-PAGE 7
SALARIES-OTHER-PAGE 7
AUTO EXPENSES AND TRAVEL
POSTAGE AND OFFICE SUPPLIES
EASEMENT COSTS-PAGES 8 dic 9
RECORDING FEES
TELEPHONE
INSURANCE AND BONDS
LEGAL SERVICES AND COURT COSTS
SECURING TAX LISTS
ADVERTISING AND PRINTING
SURVEYS, MAPS AND PLATS
EQUIPMENT PURCHASED
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
F.I.C.A. EXPENSE
REPAYMENT OF EXCESS TAXES
DUES AND SUBSCRIPTION
INTEREST EXPENSE
LOANS REPAID
CROP LOSS EXPENSE
BID DEPOSITS REPAID
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE
TOTAL
ADJUSTMENT FOR PAYROLL TAXES,
DUE IN FOLLOWING QUARTER
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
CASH BALANCE END Oi PERIOD
INCEPTION
To
12-31-61
1 -1 -62
To
12-31-62
$ -0- $ 4,733.07
3 9,964.03
-0-
5,200.00
11.75
15 175.78
15 175.78
-0-
484.00
166.75
178.50
198.16
3,746.12
105.30
-0-
50.00
22.00
70.00
39.77
67.64
81.11
-0-
5.50
100.00
5,000.00
-0-
135.32
10 450.17
(7.46)
10 442.71
22,306.03
88,759.16
1,486.98
-0-
42.00
112 994.17
117 327.24
91,330.47
1,812.00
462.25
248.95
391.20
3,919.80
204.73
139.23
50.00
3,005.65
132.25
78.95
24.50
-0-
7.37
-0-
76.70
-0-
-0-
200.00
-0-
1,486.98
6.20
103 577.23
13.20)
103,564.03
1-1-63
To
12-31-63
S 13,763.21
18,678.09
215,367.13
22827.12
-0-
167.02
237 039.36
250 802.57
219,693.82
1,293.00
680.50
332.70
294.80
800.01
59.57
227.14
50.00
683.25
202.50
55.93
22.96
-0-
2,272.19
-0-
127.03
-0-
-0-
-0-
2,827.12
24.88
229 647.40
4.38
229 651.78
1-1-64
To
12-31-64 .
S21,150.7f
20,808.57.
63,035.23
7,200.00
-0-
1,970.65
93 014.45
114 165.24
65,431.70
1,275.00
729.50
424.30
217.81
10,322.05
81.60
191.82
227.78
944.16
235.00
8.55
57.06
174.91
7,229.66
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
/1200.00
10.65
94 761.55
21.38
94,782, 3
733..)17 ALL3,276),21 2 21.150 79 3 19.382,31''
PA
FRI
FR(
FR(
Cl
RE
S I
11,
-
;olden Gabe Bridgr
a span of 4,200 feet
n 1937.
. • •
it Abraham Lincoln
•March 4, 1861.
about fed up with
e is owned by Col.
hut off the water.
TOTAL
$ 9,964.03
22,306.03
18,678.09
20,808.57
20,740.63
18,254.08
18,585.71
20,963.93
23,156.96
4173,457.60 
OF THIS
alloway
Watershed
1-1-64
To
12-31-64 
$21,150.79
9 20,808.57
3 63,035.23
2 7,200.00
-0-
2  1,970.65
g 93O14.4
7
2
D.
7
4
5
3
;
114 165.24
65,431.70
1,275.00
729.50
424.30
217.81
10,322.05
81.60
191.82
227.78
944.16
235.00
8.55
57.06
174.91
7,229.66
-0-
-0-
-0-
7,200.00
10.65
94 761.55
21.38
94 782 
1-.1.24.3112.2.32
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Now! DEEP BASTED TENDERNESS & JUICINESSA NEW PERFECTION OF
FIELD'S CHESTNUT
BACON
LE, 69
, vovws
iltVIRKEY
lat
GROUND PURE
BEEF L..49
FROSTY ACRES
FIELD'S FULLY
COOKED
HAMS
* FROZEN FOODS * *
BABY LIMAS 
FROSTY
FROSTY ACRES
GREEN  
FROSTY ACRES
CUT CORN 
FROSTY ACRES
HEN• 
59 lb
WHOLE ; BUTT
LB. — LB.
9 IC
SHANK
LB.
69
23° BROCCOLI SPEARS
go. 23° FROSTYI IE PIE 
FROSTY ACRES
190 PUMPKIN PIE 
` iliT R19' L SPROUTS _
FLAVOR KIST
FIG BARS
,L.. 49
REG.
SIZE GAIN
CHEER
YOUR CHOICE
MIX OR MATCHI/
A si
MUMS
7„ 35
SWANNS DOWN CAKE
FLOUR
,La 49
SUNSHINE
DOG FOOD
2.192,5 L 13
GODCHAUX POWDERED
SUGAR
LB 19
KEEBLER ZESTA
CRACKERS
351 Lb.
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
ASPARAGUS
NO. 1 CAN 25
ALUMINUM
FOIL 25 FT.-
18" ALCOA
HEAVY DUTY 1119
HERSHEYS INSTANT
COCOA
MIX ic
2L8. I
KY. KERNEL
PECANS
cAN 45
FRUIT
COCKTAILMONTE
NC.
BOND SWEET GERKINS
PICKLES
.cz 23
MIRACLE
WHIOPT
MARTHA WHITE
FLOUR
5 LB, 49
- — — $-az.
— toz.23°
20-oz. 35°
20-oz. 35'
23°
WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 17, 1969
OHNSONS
"FINE FOODIOR FINE FOLKS"
CAPONS
L. 65t
1 .1 1
ROCK CORNISH
16 OZ. HENS
89Each
ARMOUR GRADE A
TURKEYS
L. 49
BEEF
shOt
SIRLOIN
STEAKS
$1.09LB.
SWIFT PREMIUM
DUCKS
L. 69
BAKING
HENS
LB
LETTUCE
CELERY  110
* PRODUCE *
CRANBERRIES
NO. I RED POTATOES 
NAMES 
PAPER SHELL PECANS 
head 190
39'lb
490
29°
490
CRISCO
,Le 690
TOMATO
ICE
DEL 
MONTE 
CZ 29t
OCEAN SPRAY
CRAN BERRY
SAUCE
300 CAN 29
LIQUID
SWANN
UT. 65
BUSH GREEN & WHITE
LIMAS
303—C A—Isi 19t
YELLOW NIBLET
WHOLE KERNEL
CORN
25
DEL MONTE
JUNE PEAS
303 CAN 
23
GAL A
TOWELS
2 ROLL P g
DEL MONTE
GREEN
BEANS
FRENCH STYLE
NC. 303 2/119
FCLGERS
COFFEE
,LB 75t
DEL MONTE
CATSUP
200Z.
DEL MONTE SPICED
PEACHES
NO. 2 CAN 490
Hiebi
SHEYS
CHOCOLATE
CHIPS 491. Oz,
CAKE
MIX
MARTHA WHITE 290
1834 CZ.
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Inmate At Eddyville
Charged With Murder
EDDYVILLE, Ky., Dec.
A Kentucky State P
RIinmate has been c
murder as a result of. MPwAugustW1
stabbing incident in the prison.
The charge was contained in a
warrant signed over the week-
end by a prison guard.
The warrant, signed by prison
guard, James Shaw, charges in-
mate Lee Thomas Van Hoose
with the murder of a fellow in-
mate, Tipton Hubbard.
Shaw today said that Hubbard
died during the first week of
September as a result of the
knife wounds, although the med-
ical records at the prison state
that he died of cardiac arrest.
The guard said that while he
was not a witness to the murder,
there were at least two persons
—one guard and one inmate—
who did witness the stabbing.
Shaw said the incident hap-
pened about noon in one of the
recreational halls at the prison.
He said that Hubbard was stab-
bed with a 13-inch steel rnd
which had been fashioned into a
make-shift knife.
County Attorney Jim Story said
the first official notice he had of
the stabbing was when Shaw
came into his office to takn the
warrant against Van Noose.
Story said he received no re-
port from the prison on the stab-
bing. He said Warden John
Wingo told him that he had con-
ferred with Commonwealth At-
torney James Hanratty on the
matter.
According to the county attor-
ney, Wingo said he and Hanratty
decided not to prosecute since
because both men were psycho-
paths and also because the death
certificate stated that Hubbard
died of cardiac arrest.
Story added that he has been
PRINCESS GRACE of Monaco
wears a bejeweled braid as
she makes a resplendent ap-
pearance at a UNICEF bene-
fit event in Paris.
d that prison guard Loyd
achard and inmate Ben Hall
witnesses to the incident.
He said he has been informed
that prison officials have state-
ments from these men.
When questioned about the
warrant, Wingo today said that
he had no statement to make.
Shaw said he did not take any
action until now because he was
waiting to see if the prison of-
ficials were /going to refer the
matter to the Lyon County
grand jury, which met earlier
this month.
Story said the case will be
turned over to the May term of
the grand jury, adding that he
plans to press for a murder in-
dictment.
Savings Bonds
Now Pay 5%
Lester Nanny, Calloway County
Chairman for U. S. Savings Boo.
ds, was today queried about the
new 5 per cent interest rate for
Savings Bonds.
The new higher rate announc-
ed by President Nixon makes
Savings Bonds a better buy than
ever before", Chairman Nanny
states. "It will greatly benefit
the members of our communities
who have been putting aside doll-
ars regularly — through Payroll
Savings Plans or over-the-coun-
ter purchases at their banks —
savings for a new home, farm
Improvements, an automobile,
college for the children, a dream
vacation, or a retirement nest
egg."
The 5 per cent interest rate
applies to all outstanding Series
E and H Bonds sold on or after
June 1, 1969, 11 held to maturity.
All outstanding E and H Bonds
also benefit from the new 5 per
cent rate, beginning with the
first semiannual interest period
starting on or after June 1.
According to Nanny, "The mat-
urity period for Series E Bonds
has been reduced from 7 years
to 5 Ware, 10 Months. H Elands
continue to mature-in 10 years.
"Freedom Shares — which
have been sold in combination
with E Bonds since May 1, 196'7
— will be removed from sale
effective June 30, 1970."
"The higher rate should boost
Savings Bonds sales throughout
our area and it will be an added
Incentive for our young folks —
441 Clubbers and Future Far-
mers — many ef whom have not
yet learned to save the Savings
Bonds way."
CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY
WASHINGTON WINDOW
By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
reported My Lai massacre in
South Vietnam and similar
incidents or allegations— an
uncooperative Viet Coog priso-
ner being thrown out of an
American helicopter, the Green
Beret case— inevitably wash tv
on the White House steps.
Most atrocity shockers in
current public domain involved
Incidents which allegedly took
place well before President
Nixon entered the White House.
Given time and sufficient
exposure, however, the more
vocal antiwar activists will do
their best to saddle Nixon with
the blame.
To some Americans, it may
be something of a contradiction
in the Pact that no one
marches, pickets or demon-
strates against the home
governments about atrocities
committed by troops of Hanoi,
Cairo, Moscow or Peking.
But, it may need pointing out
from time to time that
HANOVER, N.H. (UPI)—
Dartmouth College, the nation's
ninth oldest institute of higher
education, celebrated Its 200th
anniversary Saturday.
More than 1,200 persons
including six college presidents
attended a dinner in observance
of the bicentennial
The college was chartered
Dec. 13, 1769 by George III of
England.
Communist or Communist-
oriented governments do not
tolerate public demonstrations
of any kind against those in
Power.
Hanoi Probably Silent
It is more than a safe
assumption that Hanoi does not
tell or illustrate for home, and
any other consumption, atroci-
ties committed by the north
Vietnamese army or the Viet
C ong .
One reality of war Is that
while weapons may become
Increasingly sophisticated, ha'.
man nature remains basically
unchanged, particularly in meta
engaged in mortal combat.
A grenade lands in a
bunched-up rifle platoon. A
soldier throws himself on the
dies.
After World War II and the
Korean War, U.S. government
psychologists and psychiatrists
studied a number of such cases,
trying to determine whether the
man involved was a selfless
hero primarily concerned for
others, or simply commiting
suieide. Or was he unhinted
emotionally oy me terror of
tattle?
There have been similar
studies of atrocities. If the
government has come to any
general conclusions, particular-
ly in the more recent cases,
they have been kept quiet.
Emotions Are Natural
Regardless of the flag under
which a soldier may fight, h
would be less than human if he
failed to experience wild
emotions after seeing dos
buddies shot, maimed, tortured
and in some cases, seeing their
cruelly dismembered bodies left
behind by the enemy.
By any standards, war is an
TWO KILLED — Pictured is the auto In which two persons
were killed and on. injured late Saturday night in Fancy
Farm. Mrs. Norma Sue O'Neill, 22, and her two year old
son, John Francis O'Neill IV were killed in the accident.
William Leo O'Neill, 16, brother-in-law of Mrs. O'Neill was
injured
(Photo by Mayfield Police Dept.)
atrocity In asset Non-cornea-
taut civilians in combat areas
have been in dire jeopardy,
since time's dawn, Which is thei
more reprehensible atrocity—
suffocating or cremating with
napalm a civilian in a combat
area or a soldier? Both sides
did it in the Pacific during ,
World War H.
The current uproar over
atrocities in South Vietnam
serves again to prove Gen.
William T. Sherman's. point
"War is hell."
RETURNS HOME
BELGRADE (UPI)— Dusan
Vlaco, 17, Yugoslavia's oat
heart transplant patient, r
turned home from Houston,
Tex., Sunday, 15 months after
his operation was performed
there by Dr. Michael E.
DeBakey. Wearing a cowboy
hat and smiling broadly, Vlaco
told newsmen, "I feel excellent.
I do believe everything will be
okay."
WINO
NEW PRESIDENT of the Young .
Democrats Clubs of America
LB David Sternoff (above),
elected in Las Vegas, Nev. .9
Sternoff, 29, Bellevue, Wash., ,")
favors liberalized abortion
laws, an amendment to all
marijuana laws, and sup-;
ports the convention resolu-
tion calling for Immediate
withdrawal from Vietnam.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Snake
4 Symbol for
tellurium
6 Conductors
stick
11 Seats
13 Worn away
15 Teutonic deity
16 Retreats
18 Note of scale
19 Eiists
21 Bristle
22 Observed
24 Units of
electric ty
(collooj
26 Soaks
29 Three toed
sloths
29 Garters
31 Walk unsteadily
33 Preft. down
34 Girl s name
36 Let it stand
38 Symbol for silver
40 Takes unlawfully
42 Heavenly bodies
45 Attempt
47 Wampum
49-Pintail duck
50-Fru4 cake
52 Edible rootstock
54-Latin
conjunction
55 Near
56 Pretty rulers
SQ Preposition
Tel(
c3 Be on guard
^5 Ceallenged
Stimbot for ten
mt of Siamese
COWN
c.b,tf
4
.t
3 Parent (collon )
4 Spanish for
5-Chemical
compound
6 Chastises
7-Exist
8. Hurt
9-Hypothetical
force
10-See nymph
12-Preftx: not
14-Thick
17-Roman road
20-Mast
23-Babylonian
deity
24-Conjunction
25-Mix
27 Places
30 Cease
32 Permits
35-Encouraged
37 Domesticate
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
WYM MOMS OMOU
OBO MMO2 SZOO
SOO OBUrABSOMO
31100
UM M30 0000
OMM moo aumNm
BO MEMO WOO RV
BOMWO ROM WOO
OW40 OMB WO
MOM OMER
MREMOMEIBM MBA
OBWO UAW OMPI
WOOM OBOO iwri
38 Essence
39 Rasped
41 District in
Germany
43-Sharp reply
44 Cornpass point
46 Period of time
(abb.)
iT
49 Snatches
51 -fanner Russian
ruler
53-Unlocked
57 Devoured
58-Compass point
60-Openwork fabric
62 Note of scale
64-Cooled lava
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Dtatr bs Lnst.d eaters ywilleate. 112X. 7
"Super- light"
IRLOIN
STEAK
18
LB.
T-BONE
STEAK lb.
ROUND STEAK
'128
URGE SIZE BOXES
PA :APHIS
DIAPERS
DAYTIME
30's $1.78
NEW BORN
WI $1.58
TANGERINES
12 " 39C
34.& BOX
DREFT
is in. Pox
 .wwww  
DAYTIME
15's 93c
OVERNIGHT
171 934
LB 984
"Seper -Right"
ALL BEEF
HAMBURGER
3-L8. PKG.
OR MORE
LB.
GROUND
BEEF 
ROUND
IVORY FLAKES
12 OZ. 110X 39c
IVORY SNOW
Sflt
394
GROUND
GIANT SIZE
BOXES
20-0Z.
SOW
BOX OF
24
TABLETS
78
2002
BOX
48c NIBLETS CORN
GREEN GIANT 17 OZ K itcher,
GREEN BEANS Sliced
" S up er-Right"
Cheek
BOLOGNA OR
BRAUNSCHWEIGER
% Pork Loin Sliced
Pork Chops 
L&
Cap n John
Fish Sticks 
BONELESS BEEF
Rump Roost
GRADE A SELF-BASTING
ALP Turkeys.18-221bs. LB.
tc:g.
79c
$100
$108
STANDARD 
12-01 $1 29
Fresh Oysters 
CAN
JANE PARKER
FRUIT CAKES
Plus
Complete Assortment Of
Christmas Trees, Wreaths And
Fruit Baskets For The Holidays.
JAN ?AIRIER
WHITE
BREAD
GREEN GIANT 12 02
yolJ R CHOICE SAVE 174
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., DEC 20, 1969
c‹ Juno
YELLOW
ONIONS
Washington
RWEDash0
I
Of Goldo fed ous
AP
138 s i z
I .12 FOR sgt
Lb
NEW CROP,
YAMS
Vaseline
4. 02 280
Petroleum 
A04
74 Oft Shortening
Spry 4, Or c..  79
A & P 1 LB CANS
Cranberry Sauce 2/49
Morsel
Saltines 4 Boxin
00
Cherie
Cake Mixes
Vanity Fair
Dinner Napkins; / 89t
75 Ct
70, R-10t
A & P Frond, Style
Green Beans j 
ri. o
cans 
S10
CREST TOOTHPASTE
REGLKAR OR MINT
44 OFF
3.5 OZ. TUBE
Ail OFF
113/4 01 TUBE
52c
82c
Ap efl
COUPON WORTH 154
on s Ll IS.
ROBIN HOOD FLOUR
Plum Or Self Moon,
Cloud Oslo At A • P food Stoops
l0000n trobrot Sol floe 20
Iowa, PA.. *ono.. lour..
Limit I Cooper. F.. (intorno,
Hi
./NOWS1
GRADE A
TURKEYS
SEMI-BONELESS
STOKELY
CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
GOLDEN CORN
00170Z. $
CANS
FRUIT COCKTAIL
CA70N: 99C
MAYONNAISE
SNWE AP an
courom WORTH 104
On Nectar* Of I Pew
MEL LOWN1000 HOSIERY10
(SOW Of Your [henry)
Good Al A•P lood Sin,.
(...d71.1. A • d Doc la
irospr Pro.. ..,0o tour.,
F1 r 6g666
/A
let
eye -
so
fa
13
3
I.
V:?
Tr.,e •
USED
chiding
wain
not. F
or 75S
Warm
books
Placa=
41166 fa
PIANO!
others.
Baldwir
Grant
Phone
BEAUT
$15.00
3616.
HONDA
00. Pta
p. m.
Drive.
GET yi
emoked
son's L
3rd Str
WOME5
shoes n
6 Mk -B. Si
and un
clinks
clothes,
ANTI QL
claw fee
Building
Phone 4
USED F
conditioi
5 p. m.
NO MO/
payment
bile horn
bedroom
RAY, Ti
ver. Ca]
3413.
MALE L
two yea
generati
hunt. A
Phone 4
SHOM
4° CIi. 
alildis
• wagons,
bales Is
EARLY
like new
1/3 H. P
Phone 7
3 TSB
bound..
Phone 1
SAW, 10'
1906 Ch
mobile h
Mobile
6825.
GIVE A
gistered
01190 efts
BLACK
Chihuaht
Phone 7!
ESTABLI
Good lo
Selling(
Apply P
ville,Ig
GOOD I.
white Ze
American
753-8661
TWO IL
Phone V
MILLION,
cleaned
Americs'i
stiampoo•
1066 I401
condition,
. Cent
ditioaing.
AU
1964 F01
door hal
Good con
Phone 754
1959 FOR
IC, good 1
owner. IC
1969 EL
Ir steerin
roof, tar
Call 435;
W All
WANTED:
i
for two-WI
ber 19. F
500 p.*
;
day.
17
the Young
of America'.
I (above', i.'.
'egas,
vue, Wash., •
1 abortion
tent to all
and sup-,;
Lion resolu-
Immediate
Vietnam.
'IC
142
yfl
Aci
PAGE FIFTEEN
Btrie, Thsvie
Nnt Rye
"441- mow nfi
POR SALO
USED OFFICE equipment in-
chiding desks, chairs, adding
machines, legal she filing cab-
Phone 753-8608 753.7730
or 753-8110 after 5:00 p. in.
TFC
SFEaAL CHRISTMAS gift -
Moray Woman's aub cook-
Woks and Kentucky scenic
pbesinsts. can 4313-2346 or 7513
44011 for information. Dec.44C
PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grant Reed's Music, Hwy 58,
Mee 527-8068 Banton, gy.
Jan.-6-C
BEAUTIFUL coruroy afghan,
$15.00 and $20.00. Phone 753-
3816. D-18-C
HONDA 450, 4,000 miles, $795.-
00. Phone 753-8432 after 5:00
p, m or see sA 1605 Catalina
Drive. D-19-C
GET YOUR Christmas Hickory
smoked country hams M Gib-
son's Locker Plant, 107 North
3rd Street. Phone 753-1601.
D-194
WOMEN'S CLOTHING, size 18,
shoes with matching bags, size
6%-B. White uniforms, lab coats
and uniform tops and white
clinic shoes, 6%-/3. Maternity
clothes, size 18. Call 753-3078.
ANTIQUE round oak table with
claw feet, chairs and sideboard.
Building full of nice antiques.
Phone 402-8594. D-1/3-C
USED FRIGEDAIRE dryer. Good
condition. Call 753-5093 after
3 p. m. D-18-C
NO MONEY DOWN, take over
payments on repossessed mo-
bile home, 1968, 12' x 84' three.
bedroom Melody. Call 753-6734.
D-18-C
HAY, Timothy, Kobe, Red Clo-
ver. Call Albert Cassity 753-
3413. D-18-P
MALE Lewelyn Setter Bird Dog,
two years old. Registered, four
generation pedigree. Ready to
hunt. Max B. Hurt, Kirksey,
Phone 489-2405. D-19-C
SHOTGUN 1100 Remengton, 3"
magnitm, 12 gauge. Tiie 1 horse
wagons, one set harness, 200
bales hey. Phone 753-4023.
D-18-P
EARLY AMERICAN dinette set,
Like new, 165.00 Phone 753-21313.
D-18-C
1/3 H. P. automatic sump pump.
Phone 753-2859 after 3:00 p. m.
D-18-P
NOTICE
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NOTICE
MrttirAICAIIMUW
AFT-BILT TIRES
NUMNICAIV*IirMil'AVIN
Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo:
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
NIVAPSAVAlit APIVAVAVNIVA0
COME BY AND SEE OUR SNOW TIRES
BEFORE WINTER WEATHER
AVAISMCNICWAVAVAW
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . . . It will pay you to
check on the price of these tires!
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth & Main Phone 7535.542
4
See Our Selection of Fine Used Cart
MiMILINCM
FOR RENT
WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 17, 1969
HELP WANTED
CLEAN UP Shop or body shop, CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
for rent or lease. Photos 753 5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
8423 or see Thomas Jones. female Apply in person to Dari-
D-18-C Castle, Chestnut Street. No
3-ROOM furnished apartment 
phone calls please. TIC
private. Call 753-1532, 101
10th. D-19-C
DOWNSTAIRS office space. Will
be remodeled to suit. If inter
ested call 753-1569. D-174
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment. Private entrance.
Married couples only. Prefer
local people. Can be seen at
1405 Poplar. D-18-C
TWO ROOMS for four girls,
electric heat, air conditioned,
Frigidaire and cooking Prive.
Private entrance. 1603 College
Farm Rd. Call 753-2377. D-18-C
THREE UNFURNISHED rooms
downstairs. Private entrance.
Close to town, elderly couple
preferred Phone, lights, water
furnished. $35.00 per month.
Phone 753-6173 or 753-1740 ti-
ter 5:00 p. as. D-18-C
TRAILER, vacant January 1,
1970. Close to campus. Electric
heat and air. Couples only.
Phone 753-1203. D-18-P
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
furnished. Available January
3, 1970 1669 Ryan Ave. Call
753-8186. D-22-P
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: firewood. Call 7=-
7548 after 4:00 p. as. D-18-C
3 THREE-YEAR-OLD Beagle
!would'. 1 five-year-old Bird doe
Phone 753-7929. D.18-P.
SAW, 10", Rockwell radial arm
1966 Chevrolet pick-up. 1968
mobile home, 12' x 50'. Murray
Mobile Homes. 753-3640 or 753.
8825. D-19-C
GIVE A Living Toy. AKC re-
gistered Poodles. Phone 753.
0800 after 4:30 p. m. D-19-C
BLACK MINIATURE female
Chihuahua. One baby bed.
Phone 753-6983. D-19-C
ESTABLISHED PIZZA Shop
Goad location, nice business
Selling due tiz' °thew knterests' ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-Apply P. 0. Box 312, Evans. vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.inev, Indiana. D-23-C  M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
NOTICE
BELTONE factory fresh hear
ins aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
TIC
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now available at
the Ledger & Times Office Sup-
ply store. 1TNC.
TREE SURGEON. Evergreen,
trimmed or removed. land-
scaping. Yard care. For these
services call Kelley's Termite
and Pest Conrtol 753-M14, lo-
cated 100 South 13th Street.
HD-17.0
Lynnville, Kentucky. Jan.-20-CGOOD USE)) 21" black and
white Zenith TV in nice early, 
American cabinet, $66.00. Phone
753-8661 sifter 4:00 p. as.
D-19-P
TWO HAMS, one year old.
Phone 435-4362. 1TP
MILLIONS of rugs have beast
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
America's *nest Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. D410-C
1986 MOBILE HOME. Excellent
condition, two bedroom, 10' by
ST. Central heat and aircon-
&timing. Phone 753-8441
D-174
We Are Now Selling
OLD COUNTRY HAMS
Held Back For Xmas
at $1.10 Lb.
We still have that good
country Sausage
SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
109 North 5th Streit
Phone 753-2953
TFC
SERVICES OFFERED
PROFESSIONAL r •• idea IS
id painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 753-3486. D-314
BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FARL.EY
Phone 753-5502
Between 8:00 a. in. and
S:00 D. in.
Veteran
HOLLYWOOD (('P1)-
Character actor William Walker
Will celebrate his 50th year as a
performer with a supporting role
in "The Great White Hope.'
WANTED: Man for full time
work. Contact Robert Wiggins
at Wiggins Furniture Store. Ap-
ply in person from 8:00 a. as.
all 5:30 p. as. TIPC
PART TIME
TYPIST NEEDED
IISU grad student needs girl
to type class & research notes;
and in Jan. a final thesis draft.
Would prefer a local girl, pos-
dbly a high school graduate,
who can work with me incid-
entally as thesis progresses.
Payment 50( per page or ne-
gotiable by the hour. Call
George Sincoe any evening af-
ter 7 p. as., 753-8735. D-204
11101101
GET RID Of
PESTS
ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home
Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
Call Today Per FREE
Inspection
-sPhease 753-2914
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-195
KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone 753-2914
Located 180 So. 131%
WANTED: baby sitter in my  
home. Phone 753-7258. D-18-C
AVON CALLING- Don't Just
think about being a Represent.
ative-Be one-Act Now-Write
or call Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown,
Avon Mgr., Shady Grove Road,
Marion, Ky. 42064, phone 965-
3363. H-D19-C
Lo-stars
HOLLYWOOD (LTPD-Jack
Warden and Marsha Hunte will
ep-star in "Welcome to the Club"
for A alter Shensen in
Copenhagen.
* * *
Borgnine as dictator
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-
Ernest Borgnine will star as a
dictator who executes a Mexican
priest in "Miguel Pro," to be
filmed on location in Barcelona,
Spain.
Herring experiment
AALESUND, Norway (UPI)
-Ten Norwegian trawlers and
the former whaling factory ship
Thorshavet will sail for the
Indian Ocean off the east coast
of Africa in February, 1970, to
catch herring on an experimental
basis.
The herring caught by the
trawlers will be processed into
fish meal and oil aboard the
factory ship in the open sea.
A Grighter will come to the
factory ship's position at inter-
vals to take aboard the
production.
Producer-director William Wyler
signed Frederick Kohner to write
a screen adaptation of "Forty
Carats" from the comedy stage
hit for Columbia Pictures.
REAL. ESTATE POE SALE
REDUCED for quick sale. Own-
er levying Murray, January 1st.
Two-bedroom home with extra
large living and dining room.
Newly redecorated. Shag car-
peting throughout, beautiful
draperies and wall paper, elec-
tric beat and air-conditioning.
New Frigidaire appliances, in-
cludes range with self-cleaning
oven, refrigerator with vertical
freezer and automatic ice mak-
er, also dishwasher and garbage
disposal. This is en interior
decorators home and must be
seen to be appreciated. 920 N.
19th St. Phone 733-1474 or 753-
4775 after 5:00 p. as. for ap-
pointment. Jan.-22-C
OPPORTUNITY TO OWN beau
tiful Spinet-Console Piano, will
rewrite on small payments for
party with good credit. Will
transfer and guarantee. Write
Home Office, Joplin Piano Co.
Joplin. Mo. D-18-P
200 ACRE FARM with plenty
of running water, timber, im-
provements, good gravel reed
near old Hico, Faxon school dis-
trict, near Palestine church, not
far from Kentucky Lake. Ap-
proximately $1000.00 farm pay-
ment each year. Limed and pas-
tured for years. Need to sell
at once as I am unable to care
for it. Mrs. Cyrene Williams
Mall, phone 753-1420, Murray,
KY. D-19-C
Illness hurts economy
HELSINKI (UPI)-Finland
economy suffered a loss of 3.6
billion marks ($1.5 billion) in
1968 because of illness and re-
sulting decreased production,
according to Finnish medical
officials.
Forest fires
in Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UP!)-
There were 2,967 separate for-
est fires reported in Kentucky
during 1968. They resulted in
the destruction of 33,122 acres
Df forest land, according to state
figures.
ASKS CENSORSHIP BAN
TEL AVIV (UPI) - The
F or eign Press Association
called on the Israeli govern-
ment Wednesday to alwlish
censorship on all outgoing news
material,
The association, with 100
accredited members, said the
president method of censorship
Is "ineffective and inoperatie"
and is commonly applied In
different ways on identical
stories.
"On occasion, details of
pertinent news stories are
withheld for what appear to be
reasons of image or prestige,"
the statement said.
"There have been numerous
violations of censorship by
correspondents who filed their
dispatches from outside Is-
rael," it added. "No action has
been taken against such viola-
tions and none is practical."
Italian road casualties
ROME (UPI) -Every day 23
persons die and 585 are injured
in accidents on Italian roads,
government statisticians report.
In the first seven months of
1969, 5,056 persons were killed
and 124,231 injured in 176,101
accidents. But statisticians say
this was a drop of 4.3 per cent
from last year.
Rome was among the moat
dangerous places to drive. A
total of 206 persons died and
13,703 were injured in 24,404
accidents in and around the
City.
GET
ATTENTION
Peanuts®
THERE's ''LCiFrq
maNTAIN: c-AARI.;E
e•Roum...
Nancy
SIT DOWN
AND. FILL-
OUT THAT
SCHOOL -FORM
WERE
SUPPOSED
TO DO
I HEARD THAT KiD5 ,
FRom ALL OVER tiiILLL
BE HERE TO
by Charles M. Schulz
I CHECKED LJITH THE HEAD
BEAGLE, AND HE RECOMMENDED
IT VERY HIGHLY.
NANCY- ARE YOU
FILLING OUT
YOUR FORM ?
by Ernie Bushmiller
Abbie 'N Slats
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 753-6123. Jan.-20-C
SAWS FILED, electric heatan
and all small appliances repair-
ed. 512 II So. 12th St., 753-6087.
Jan.4-C
PROMPT and guaranteed wash-
er, dryer, range, dishwasher
and refrigerator service. Paul's
Phone 753-9865. Jan.-19-C
BUILT UP ROOFS; put on or
patched Call 753-9418. Carl R.
Howard Construction Co.
D-22-C
AUTOS FOR SAUD
1964 FORD Galaxie 500 two
door hardtop, three speed.
Good condition. Price, $400.00.
Phone 753-9313. D-18C
1959 FORD 6 cylinder automat-
ic, good tires, good motor, one
owner. 'Call 753-8997 D-18-C
1969 EL CAMINO pick-up, pow-
steering, power brakes, vinyl,
roof, tarp, perfect condition;
Call 436-5862. D-19-NC
WANTIO 91) RUNT
'WANTED: garage to store car
for two weeks. starting Deem-
bet 19. Phone 753-5242 after
5:00 p or 7624395 during
des. D-18-P
NOTICE NOTICE
Third Anniversaw
Friday, December 19th
and invites all hog producers win have hogs ready to go
to market to bring them to us until 1200 o'clock noon
on Friday. You will benefit by bringing them
It will be our way of saying Thanks and showing our
appreciation for what you have done for us.
Bring us your hogs and you will be glad you did.
Eillis and Myrtle Shoemaker
SO ',CU RE THE TWO FOOLS
STANDING IN THE WAN/ OF
COMPLETE SURRENDER
OF YOUR TOWNSPEOPLE!
WHAT'S THE MATTER- -
DON'T 'CU LIKE
MON ev 77
Lil' Abner
by R. Van Buren
(IT'S JUST TH,AT WE'RE PARTICULAR
WHERE IT COMES mom, pALf
AND THERE AIN'T ENOUGH
CABBAGE ON ̀A3UR ~LE
PLANET TO CONVINCE
ME TO SELL OUT
Mlf OWN
COUNTRY !
Okb. U S Pe. 0. vigb% •••••••11
• 941 b, llbored Freobn • bbabbobw bob
( WHAT WOULD FOLKS SA`i
I P A GAH bACHELOR -
L. I KE A14 NOW LEGALLY
'S.-.
AND YOU OLD
ONE--ARE THOSE
YOUR
SENTIMENTS'
DOUBLED
its1 SPADES,
YER 8LARSTED
CREEPNIK!!
by AI- Capp
- L I NICERE D AFTER  
DARK WIF A 5CRAWNI•1
OLE MAID LIKE Y01
WOW LEGALL`i IS?
xs.fecA--
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—Tiny Tim Marries Tonight—
BY H. D. QUIGG
NEW YORK (UPI) - Herbert Buckingham Khaury, commoo-
ly imown as Tiny Tim, is getting married tonight. God bless
us every one.
The marriage ceremony will be brought into the
American home by television. The groom will wear a high
beaver hat, an haverness cape, a generally Victorian air,
and a new hairdo. It will be combed.
The bride will wear a Victorian-style gown of off-white
peau de sole French , "skin of silk" with an empire waist
and three-foot train. Victoria May Budinger, commonly
known as Vicki-and to the groom as "Mies Vicki" - will
be given away by her father, Allan.
Asked if he thought getting married would hurt his public
image, Tiny Tim replied: "No, I'm not a sex symbol like
Tom Jones."
Was he nervous? "Not as nervous as I'll be tonight.
I hope I'm worthy of her. I've got the regular bridegroom
nervous feeling."
4111, How about children? "I want a big family, as large as
heaven will allow. Even 20 will not be too many."
The best man will be the singer's manager, Joseph
Cappelluzzo. It was a previous manager, one of several
Khaury had In 1963, who thought up the name of Tiny Tim.
Before that he sang under the names of Emmet Swink,
Vernon Castle, Larry Love, Darry Dove, and Judah K.
Foxglove.
Tiny, after the way of show folk, does not disclose his
age. The bride is 17.
"His age is a secret-he's around 42," said one man who
said his educated guess was based on hearing the singer
years ago in Greenwich Village. Tiny put his age as 37 on
the marriage license application.
The ceremony was to take about 15 minutes during the
last half-hour of NBC's "The Tonight Show starring Johnny
Carson on which Tiny Tim had made 18 singing appearances
in a year and a half. He first sprang to public notice
with a rendition of "Tiptoe Through The Tulips" on Rowan
and Martin's Laugh-In."
A special guest at the wedding will be Nick Lucas, who
Introduced "Tiptoe"-the song with which Tiny Tim is now
identified.
Phyllis Diller and Florence Henderson will be special
guests.
today's
Stock Market
NEW YoRK (UPI)—Stocks
opened weak today in moderate
turnover.
Year-end tax selling conti-
nued to drag the market lower
on Tuesday, and one analyst
said stocks will probably have
to wait until tax loss selling
subsides toward the end of the
year before a sustainable
recovery is possible. Another
view is that the plunge in the
previous session finally may
have shaken out much of the
selling, and may lead to some
recovery shortly.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI market indicator was off
0.16 per cent on 358 issues on
Have Your
CARPET CLEANED
Before Christmas
and receive a Holiday Dis-
count. Also floor stripping,
rewaxing and buffing.
See our ad in the
Yellow Pages
Murray Carpet
and
Floor Care
Phone 753-1272
the tape. There were 149
declines, and 104 advances.
Electronics were mostly low-
er, while oils followed an
Irregular pattern. Steels were
slightly easier.
Among the oils, Jersey
Standard gained 14 to 615,s,
while Texaco picked up 1/4 to
29¼. Occidental rose 1/4 to 24¼,
bet Natomas dipped ln to 603,a
and Cities Service 1/4 to 3978.
Gulf gave up % to 287/8 on a
block of 10,800 shares.
In the electronics, Gen
Electric fell 1/4 to
W estinchouse 1,4 to 54, IttA 34
to 35%, Control Data ¼ tc
171,4, Sperry Rand 3/1 to 365.8,
and Litton l's to 36%. Bur-
roughs, however, climbed 14 to
156%.
Bethlehem Steel lost Itis th 26,
and U.S. Steel also 1,s to 331n.
Republic held unchanged at 34,
Eastman Kodak eased % to
755,s in the chemical croon.
while Du Pont lost '4th
Penn Central was unchanged
at 2734 among the rails, while
Lockheed eased 14 to 171/1 in
the aerospace group.
Glass industry cited
for anti-litter drives
NEW YORK (UPI)—Glass
container manufacturers have
done more to prevent litter in
America during 1969 than any
other industry, according to
Keep America Beautiful, Inc.
The companies that make
bottles and jars were named
winners of the national anti-
litter organization's annual Busi-
ness Award for "outstanding
achievement in litter preven-
tion." The Glass Container
Manufacturers Institute was cited
for creating and sponsoring a
variety of anti-litter programs.
THE
Red Cross
(Continued From Pegs 11
vices, 26 years; Pat Roger',
First Aid co-chairman, 2 years;
Bill Boyd, blood chairman, 3
years; Marvin Wrather, disaster
chairman, 30 years; and Susie
McDevitt, presently serving as
service to military chairman,
with over 50 years of contin-
uous Red Cross service. Not at-
tending were Jayne Scott, youth
leader, and Sue Roberts, First
Aid co-chairman.
Volunteers who have accumu-
lated severs: years service to
the local hospital and convales-
cent ward are Chairman of
Volunteers Juanita Lynn, 9
years, Ann Hays, 15 years; Del-
la Taylor, 9 years; Lucille Kel-
ly, 9 years; Clyzell Falwell, 7
years; Juanita Spiceland, 6
years; Celia Crawford Roberts,
4 years; Robbie Paschall, 3
years, and Doris Alexander,
staff aide, 4 years.
Completing their second year
of service are June Lockhart,
Gladys Swann, Ella Moody, Ru-
by Forrest, Frances Boyd, Myr
ma Phillips, Euple Ward, Sue
Steele, Lottie Watson, Gladys
Spann, Annabelle Russell, Joy
Rowland, Jewell Parks, Madge
Duiguid, (}la Culver, Willie
Garland, Nell Eaton, Kathryn
Glover, Lillian Graves, Celia
Lawrence, Edna Mcfteynolds,
Bess Patton, Barbara Todd,
Blanche Shemwell, and Modelle
Miller. Mrs Miller has also serv-
ed additional years as canteen
chairman for blood drives.
Newly pinned Volunteers in-
clude Kathryn Outland, June
Bucy, Barbara Erwin, Helen
Bennett, . Jackie Underwood,
Ave Nelle Fain, and Dot Emer-
 son.
Directors attending in addit-
ion to Nanny, Boyd, Mrs. Hays
and Miss Cole were Robert 0.
Miller, Robert Moyer, James
Williams and Sid Easley. A1113
present were Jean Blankenship,
chapter executive, and Mrs.
James Williams.
A picture of the first Volun-
teer class trained in Calloway
County, then called "Gray Lad-
ies" was shown by MN. Taylor.
Many comments were made re-
garding style of uniform, et
cetera. Three of this original
class are still actively serving
in the local hospital.
Group pictures were taken
and a social hour with dessert
and coffee was enjoyed by these
,resent. Table decorations with
a holiday theme were provided
by Mrs. Lynn.
Eiruesuway's smash musical now
the most exciting movie in years/
Features at: 1:30, 3:45, 7:31 and 9:S5 —
Admission: Adults 2.00 - Children 1.00
Itseerved Performance:rickets On Sale fee 7:30 thew
* The Perfect Gift! *
THEATRE GIFT TICKET BOOK
ON SALE AT OUR BOXOFFICE11
Saigon
LEDGER & TIMES
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Continued Press Pose II
not give a dern, reasoning that
the only thing money is good
for is to buy things with.
Any young parents who are Wi-
der the impression that their
concern and responsibilities
with their children will end
when they reach the age of 21
are supporting a lost cause.
Parents are interested, concern-
ed, and involved with their chil-
dren from the time they are
born until the parent dies.
If you roach the point where
you don't worry about your chil-
dren, then you start all over
again with the grandchildren.
Most parents wish the best for
their children and hope to r
them a happy life free of the
frustrations, deprivations, etc.'
they went through earlier in
life.
Persons
(Continued Frau Page 11
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 12-1749 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog 1dartet Report
Includes 10 Baying Stations.
Receipts 1305 Head, Barrow s
and Gilts Fully Steady; Sows,
Mostly Steady to $1.00 Lower.
US 2-3 200-230 lb. 327.25-27.75,
Few 1-2 $28.00;
US 2-4 Iso-sto kwi $28.75-2'7.26;
US 2-4 260.2110 lbs $26.25-28.75;
US 3-4 260-200 dos 326.75-26.25,
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 Nis 121.00-22.00,
Few $22.50,
US 1-3 300-350 lbs $30.00-21.024
US 2-3 450-050 lbs $19.50-2/3
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
BASKETBALL SCORES
Transylvania 91) Berea 76
Hon over Ind. Freshman 74
Sullivan Business Col. 69
Spring Arbor Invitational
Hillsdale 124 Calvary Ky. 109
Tonight's 'lamas:
Ohio Valley Conference
Austin Peay at Pan American
Middle Tennessee at Carson
Newman
William Penn at Murray
Calvary in Spring Arbor,
Michigan Tournament
Cumberland at Union
Evansville at Wesleyan
Oral Roberts at Rellarmine
Pikeville in Norfolk Tournam-
ent
Fair Weather
(Conthwed Prom Pegs 1)
the Great Lakes to Western
New England.
A Pacific storm continued to
spin well off the Pacific North-
west coastline, but caused rain
or showers in the Northwest,
with some mow in the higher
elevations.
Farther East, snow flurries
occurred along and ahead of a
cold front which moved across
the Upper Great Lakes. Light
snow fell from the Wisconsin-
Minnesota border to New
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 17, l969
Hampshire.
An inch of new snow fell at
Green Bay and Milwaukee, in
Wisconsin, and at Grand Rapids,
Mich.
The Central Valley of Califor-
nia and the Texas Central Gulf
Coast areas were blanketed by
a heavy fog early today.
Beedie boom
NEW DELHI (UPI)—Daily
production of bredies (hand-
made cigarettes) in India runs
into 1.3 billion a day, valued at
$33 million. The major con-
suming countries of Indian betel
iea MT Malaysia, Nepal and
Afghanistan.
fined $100.00 costs $4,50, for a
total of $209.00.
D. J. Jansen, public drunk-
etiness, fined ;15.00 costs $4.50.
Richard Johnston, public
drunkenness, fined $15.00 coats
$4.50.
R. L. Knight, driving while
Intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
84_50.
Joseph Erwin, Brundige San
sage Company, improper load-
ing and unloading in Kentucky
with Tennessee license, fined
$10.00 coots $4.50.
C. W. Moore, Kenny Watkins
Lumber Company, no cab card
1969 in unit, fined $19.00 costs
$4.50.
R. L Willis for Carl Ward-
low, no KYU number in unit,
fined $24.00 costs $4.50.
W. A. Turrell, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reek-
es driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
R. J. Aldridge, disregarding
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs
$4.50.
T. L. Starks, speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
J. A. Valentine, drinking al-
coholic beverages in public,
fined $15.00 costs 14.50.
!Continued Fees Page 1)
rocket that hit a housing pro-
ject this morning, killing frur
Civilians, destroying one house
and heavily damaging two
names. It was the first shelling
of the city since Aug. 24.
Spokesmen reported 15 over-
night shelling attacks, all caus-
ing light damage and casual-
ties. In addition, U.S head-
quarters listed two more heli-
copters shot down Tuesday,
wounding five crew members.
The U.S. Command sent six
waves of B52 bombers on raids
against infiltration corridors 80
to 92 miles north of Saigon
Tuesday night and this morn-
ing in an attempt to break up
:mop concentrations.
Combat elsewhere was report-
ed light. Spokesmen said All-
ied artillerymen fired back at
the suspected launching site of
the rocket that hit Saigon, but
with unknown results.
South Vietnamese troops as-
sumed full command of the de-
tenet-tot Saigon's "racket belt"
last week with the departure of
the last soldiers of the U. S.
82nd Airborne Division fr.,m
the capital's defense ring.
Between Feb. 23 and Aug. 24,
the Viet Cong and North Viet-
ramese shelled Sz:igon a dozen
times. The costliest barrage
killed 24 civilians. U.S. and
,)outh Vietnamese ofiricials point
to these att.icks in attempts to
counter the report of the alleg-
ed My Lai incident-4in March of
1968.
According to
tistics, 131 civ
371 wounded .
cd last week i
North Vietnam
terrorism.
This mornini war communi-
ques listed jet.. and scattered
fighting across the war zone as
B52 bombers recoided six raids
against suspected guerrilla un-
its 80 to 92 miles north of the
capital along the Cambodian
border.
Military spokesmen said six
U.S. Marines were wounded in
a 4-minute skirmish 18 miles
southwest of Da Nang Tuesday
The Leather-necks reported kill
ing 20 North Vietnamese in the
fight and detai.iing 28 guerrilla
suspects. •
government de-
ans were killed,
id 552 kidnapp-
Viet Gong and
shellings and
1 8(4011 Us d A04. .1 tvpc decigmal by an Italian printer(;!and.attista It4)dow.
Hospital Report
ADULTS 87
NURSERY 5
DECEMBER 15, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Mary Austin and Baby
Girl, Gen, Del., Palmersville,
Tenn., Mrs. Jacquelyn Harrison
and Baby Boy, 1621 Hamilton,
Murray; Mrs. Jessie Valentine,
Rte. 1, Hazel; Ray Barrow, Rte.
1, Puryear, Tenn., Louie Sykes,
Box 344, Murray; Clay Smith,
Rte. 3, Benton; Mrs. Hope Ada-
ms, 606 College Crt., Murray;
Master Kenny Clark, Rte. 5,
Cadiz; Mrs. Peggy McClure,Rte.
1, Murray; Mrs. Opal McClain,
804 Coldwater Rd., Murray; Roy
Stewart, 1404 Hughes, Murray;
Mrs. Amy Washburn, 1315 Vine„
Murray; Hermon Barber, Rte.
6, Murray; Mrs. Kate Peery,
New Concord; Madison Chandler,
New Concord; Mrs. Vernie Wya-
tt, Rte. I, Kirksey; Mrs. Ninnie
McCallum, Puryear, Tennessee.
DISMISSALS
William Brittian, New Con-
cord; Graham Bibb, Rte. I, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Phyllis Miller and
Baby Boy, 1311 Story, Murray;-
immy Wilkinson, Rte. 5, Mur-
ray; Roy Stewart, 1404 Hughes,
Murray; Mrs. Lucy Herron (To
Cony, Div.), Box 124, Hazel;
immie Mitchuson 'Expired),
te. 3, Cadiz.
College Cage
Results
By United Press International
East
LaSalle 92 West Clistr 80
NYU 79 Fgh Dcknsn 54
Del. St. 105 Hampton Inst. 8f
Springfld 180-Brandeis 78
Yale 68 Brown 54
Connecticut 88 Mass 71
Hartford 110 King's (NY) 87
RIU 100 New Hamp 54
St. Jos (Pa.) 68 Prvdnce 65
Cheyney 80 Monmouth 66
Ursinus 85 Swarthmore 73
South
North Car 80 Virginia 76
Davidson 98 Richmond 77
Gee Wash 90 Wm R. Mary go
Samford 100 Belmont Coll 83
Midwest
Purdue 82 Dartmouth 58
Drake 101 Nev (Rene) 75
Iowa St. 84 Win 73
Wichita St. 82 St. Louis 78
Army 70 Ohio Nrttum 40
Southwest
Texas A&M 63 Colo St. 54
No. Tea St. 89 Cincinnati 72
New Max St. 91 New Melt • 73
4 4
SWANN'S MARKET 
MEXICORN
12. 27'
Illwarat
Plibleti NIBLETS
27f'
MANDARIN
ORANGES 2 FOR 49''
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY
SAUCE 2 CARIBfor
r GREEN !t°
GIANT/
I -
PEAS
303 can
29*
MARASCHINO
CHERRIES
: 35
* MEATS *
FRESH FROZEN
HENS 6 49c
YOUNG - 12-14 Lbs.
 ozimit r
TURKEYS' 55c
59° FR.
OYSTERS
JIF
Peanut Butter
12-
OZ.
TUBBY JR.
COCONUT 
GREEN BEANS
#:c 25°
FRESH WHOLE
FRYERS
HAM
SLICES
lb. '1.19
t •
7-0z. 
CENTER CUT SLICES
HAM
SUPER
COLASSAL landsav
can 55°
11'14 Otivli
1/2 pt.  98*
Pt.  '1.96
m  18c
HAMS
Whole _ lb. 79*
Butt End -lb. 75*
Shank _ _ _ _ lb. 69*
2 - 3 Inches Thick lb 19
1-Lb.
Box
310
for
adErtwas 39*
PEPPERIDGE FARM 
CORNBREADHERB or 
Sniffing Mix pkg 330
Del Monte
Fruit Cocktail - - - "3 870
CHEEZ-IT
10- 35'
FLAVOR-KIST
Fig Bars
490
X
Quart
Miracle Whip 590
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Celery - Radishes
Corn 3 ears 250
Extra Fancy Large
Apples 
Large
Oranges 
Tangerines
2 lbs. 350
doz. 400
 doz. 40-
* FROZEN FOODS *
Frosty Acres . . .
CREAM or CUT MIXED
Corn Vegetables
Green Peas Squash
5 pkgs. $1.00
Frosty Acres . .
Cauliflower
Broccoli Spears
Lima Beans
Cut Green Beans
4 pkgs. $1.00 
DATES CHOPPED, a-oz. PITTED, i-oz. 39*33e
SEEDED MUSCAT
Raisins 
Box
Bananas - Grapes
Coconuts - Cranberries
Extra Fancy Large Indian River Pink
Christmas Candy
Bags - Boxes - 1 lb. - 2 lb. - 3 lb.
Chocolate Covered Cherries
Nuts
Pecans - Walnuts - Mixed Nuts
"I
Grapefruit ca 230 fl4
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